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Objectives
On behalf of NAM Assen (NAM), GeoMechanics International (GMI), a division of Baker
Hughes Reservoir Development Services, proposes to build a three dimensional (3-D)
geomechanical model for the Groningen Field, onshore Netherlands for the purpose to
conduct geomechanical simulations. The main goal of this study is to understand the stress
state prior to production and the stress evolution during the depletion of the Groningen field.
The stress evolution will be used to evaluate the risk of (seismic) slip on reservoir faults over
the life of the field and propose production strategies and related scenarios so as to minimize
any seismic risk.
The proposed geomechanical study will include the following tasks:
1. Building of 1-D geomechanical models from a number of offset wells to provide a
preliminary understanding and constraint of the present day stress field. A range of
offset wells data (thirteen wells) collected during the different stages of the field
developments will be selected based on their relevance and log coverage.
2. Building a 3-D geomechanical model for the entire field. This 3D model is based on
the available data including (but not limited to) the 3-D structural and reservoir models
of the area (i.e., Petrel and ECLIPSE models), overburden, pore pressure, fracture
gradient, depth profile, lithology data, historic geomechanical studies, LOT data, DST
data, core testing results and drilling reports which will be supplied by the Client (as
available).
3. Perform 3D finite element analyses for a number of pressure scenarios and calculate
changes and variations of in situ stress, strains, and displacements over time (i.e.,
with changing pore pressure) and assess related impact on fault reactivation (i.e.,
derive shear and normal stress on selected fault planes and how these change with
depletion) possibly leading to seismicity.
4. Utilize the results from (3) to suggest a number of field development scenarios in
terms of pore pressure and depletion to assess how the risk of seismicity can be
minimized. Report of the 3D study will be reported separately.
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Executive Summary
The results of the 3D finite element analyses and the impact of stress variation on fault
reactivation leading to possibly seismicity can be summarized as follows:

1D Geomechanical Model
A 1D geomechanical model has been developed using data from thirteen offset wells located
inside the Groningen field. The resultant in-situ stresses from the geomechanical model
indicate that a normal faulting environment is dominating the field in which the vertical stress
(Sv) is larger than both horizontal stresses, that is, Sv > SHmax > Shmin.
The vertical stress has been derived by integration of the bulk density data and its magnitude
varies between 2.20SG to 2.40SG at the top of the Slochteren formation due to variation in
the thickness of the Zechstein salt.
The pore pressure is hydrostatic down to approximately 1200m TVDSS and the background
pore pressure (shale pressure) in the overburden formations has been interpreted to be
slightly overpressured to 1.12SG at the top the Rotliegend and from this point the reservoir
pressure varies between 330 and 360 bars
The magnitude of the least principal stress (S hmin) has been determined through analysis of
Leak of Test (LOT) values available and conducted at various depths on the offset wells. As
results, the minimum horizontal stress magnitude at the top of the reservoir formation ranges
between 1.54SG to 1.67SG.
For the determination of the magnitude and orientation of SHmax, image logs for wells KWR-1A
and RDW-1 have been analysed in order to identify any stress induced wellbore failures.
Several breakouts were identified in the Slochteren and Carboniferous formations. The S Hmax
azimuth has been interpreted to be ~ SSE160⁰NNW. The magnitude of the maximum
horizontal stress (SHmax) was constrained by performing stress modelling with GMI•SFIB using
the breakout widths in intervals where wellbore failure were observed. This permitted
confirmation of a normal faulting stress regime in the field and at the top of the Slochtere
formation, the maximum horizontal stress magnitude is ~ 1.73 – 1.82SG EMW (500-560
bars).
Based on empirical relations between wireline sonic logs and rock strength, UCS profiles for
the reservoir and the overburden shales have been derived. Calibration has only been
performed in the reservoir formation where rock mechanical tests were available. The UCS
within the Slochteren varies between 15MPa and 26MPa and internal friction coefficient (μi)
varying between 0.42 and 0.62 (23⁰ and 32⁰). Log derived UCS and internal friction values
reflect a similar distribution of mechanical rock properties as found from the lab tests.
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Effective stress ratio (ESR) values of 0.4 and 0.55 were used to calculate Shmin and SHmax
magnitudes respectively. ESR is defined as the ratio of effective horizontal stress to effective
vertical stress.
The 1D geomechanical generated, with all parameters described above, has been verified
against the wellbore failures identified in the image logs and also against the drilling events
such as losses, tight spots, stuck pipes, etc. reported on each of the thirteen offset wells. The
verification process indicated good agreement between the predicted wellbore failures using
the geomechanical model described and the failures measured by the image logs.
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1.0

Introduction

1.1.

Work Flow Overview

The workflow for this project can be divided into four (4) main tasks (see Figure 1):
1. Building a calibrated 1-D geomechanical model from thirteen offset wells to provide a
preliminary understanding and constraint of the present day stress field.
2. Building a calibrated 3-D geomechanical model for the entire Groningen field (with
particular detail in the area of seismicity); this 3-D model is based on the available
data including (but not limited to) the 3-D structural and reservoir models of the area
(i.e., Petrel and ECLIPSE models), lithology data, historic geomechanical studies,
LOT data, drill stem data (DST), core testing results and drilling reports, all of which
have been supplied by NAM and when available.
3. Perform 3-D finite element analyses and calculate changes and variations of in-situ
stress, strains, and displacements over time (i.e. with changing pore pressure) and
assess related impact on fault reactivation (i.e. derive shear and normal stress on
selected fault planes and how these change with depletion) possibly leading to
seismicity.
4. Using the results from (3) to suggest a number of field development scenarios in
terms of pore pressure and depletion to assess how the risk of seismicity can be
minimized.

Figure 1. Generic workflow for generating a consistent 3-D dynamic model
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1.2.

Available Data

The accuracy of every 3-D geomechanical model lies in the availability and detailed
generation of 1-D geomechanical models constructed from best quality available offset well
data. Wells typically hold a multitude of partly high-resolution data sets including wire-line
logs, well tests and in many cases rock strength measurements obtained from core plugs,
which are then combined with the drilling experience for calibration, to build 1D
geomechanical models.
The main components of a 1-D geomechanical model are the three in situ principal stresses
which are typically the vertical stress (Sv), the maximum horizontal stress (SHmax) and the
minimum horizontal stress (Shmin) along with their orientations. Furthermore, the pore pressure
and the rock mechanical properties (such as compressive strength, internal friction, Poisson’s
ratio and Young’s modulus) are also part of the geomechanical model. Single point data such
as these are used to calibrate the continuous log-derived rock properties along the entire well
trajectory as a function of depth (both MD and TVD). The essential applications of the 1-D
geomechanical model are wellbore stability analyses to determine fracture gradients or the
planning of mud programs to avoid wellbore collapse or, as in this case, to provide the
geomechanical framework for a 3-D model.
The available data for this project are summarized as below:


Thirteen offset wells (Table 1) selected in agreement with NAM with full sets of
processed and interpreted logs (electric, acoustic and wireline logs).



Image log data from two wells, KWR-1A and RDW-1, located outside the Groningen
area but next to the limits of the field. The analyses of the wellbore failures identified
from the images provided the orientation of the stresses in the area.



Additionally, formation pressure measurements, LOT data and rock mechanical
properties such as UCS, TWC, Young’s Modulus and Poisson’s ratio were also
provided and used to constrain the geomechanical model.



Various documents such as daily drilling reports (DDR), final well reports (FWR) and
previous analytical reports were collected and reviewed.



Interpreted horizons and polylines defining the geometry of the faults used as input
for the structural modelling.
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N/A

Wireline logs, TD:
3112m MDRT

Wireline logs, TD:
3277m MDRT

ZRP-1

ZWD-1
N/A

N/A

Wireline logs, TD:
3065m MDRT

ZPD-1

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Wireline logs, TD:
3017m MDRT

Available

N/A

N/A

Available

Available

N/A

N/A

LOTs/
Minifrac

Available

ZND-1

UHM-1A

SLO-3

Wireline logs, TD:
3400m MDRT
Wireline logs (no
density), TD:
2873m MDRT
Wireline logs
(RHOB res), TD:
3183m MDRT

N/A

Wireline logs, TD:
3004m MDRT

POS-1

RWD-1

N/A

Wireline logs, TD:
3013m MDRT

Available

N/A

N/A

OVS-1

KWR-1A

HGZ-1

Wireline logs, TD:
2885m MDRT
Wireline logs
reservoir. TD:
3791m MDRT
Wireline logs, TD:
3490m MDRT

N/A

Wireline logs, TD:
3270m MDRT

BRW-2

EKL-1

Image Files

Log Data/ TD

Well name

Available

Available

Available

Available

Available

Available

Available

Available

Available

Available

Available

Available

Available

Available

Available

Available

Available

Available

Available

Available

Available

Available

Available

Available

Available

Available

Available

Available

Available

Available

N/A

N/A

Available

Available

Available

Available

Available

N/A

Available

Daily Drilling
Pore
Formation
Reports/
Pressure
Tops
Final Well Report
(MDT/RFT)

Available

Available

Available

Available

Available

Available

Available

Available

Available

Available

Available

Available

Available

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Mud
Rock Tests
Weights
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Table 1. Summary of available data gathered, reviewed and analysed for the this study
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2.0

1-D Geomechanical Model

The input data for the three dimensional geomechanical model of the Groningen field is based
on the individual 1-D geomechanical models from the following thirteen offset wells:
Borgsweer (BRW-2), Eemskanaal (EKL-1)
Hoogezand (HGZ-1), Kielwindeweer (KWR-1A)
Overschild (OVS-1), Ten Post (POS-1)
Rodewolt (RDW-1), Slochteren (SLO-3)
Uithuizermeeden (UHM-1A), T Zand (ZND-1)
Zuiderpolder (ZPD-1), Zeerijp (ZRP-1)
Zuidwending (ZWD-1)
Figure 2 shows the locations of the wells within the field.

Figure 2. Location of the offset wells in the Groningen field, Netherland (courtesy of NAM)

A geomechanical model is composed of the magnitudes and the orientation of the three
principal stresses (SHmax, Shmin and Sv), the pore pressure, and rock properties such as the
uniaxial compressive strength (UCS), internal friction coefficient (i), Poisson’s ratio () and
Young’s Modulus (E).
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2.1.

Overburden

Gravitational loading at any point in the earth is caused by the weight of the rock column
overlaying that point. The overburden stress (Sv) at depth, z, is calculated by integrating the
weight above the point (z) using the following equation:
Sv ∫0 ( ( ) g)d

(1)

Where,
Sv: vertical / overburden stress
(z): formation bulk density
g: gravitational acceleration
z: depth (true vertical depth)
In the study area, the magnitude of the total overburden gradient was obtained by integrating
the available density logs with depth along the well paths of the thirteen key wells shown in
Table 1. Since the formation bulk density log is not available to the surface, an exponential
curve was used to fit the measured data and to calculate the formation density using the
1

Gardner formula . In some sections, where the density data is unreasonably low or high (due
to poor quality density log from an enlarged hole), the density log is interpolated by a best-fit
line or by using pseudo density from the acoustic log using the Gardner’s relationship.
Figure 3 shows the overburden compositor curve (blue) built from an exponential trend line,
the pseudo density from the Gardner relationship and the bulk density for the offset well ZRP1A.
All formation names are abbreviation of formation and member names extracted from the
composite logs. Table 2 shows a description of the formation names abbreviation:
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Table 2. Description of Formation Names Abbreviation

Group

Names
Abbreviation

Member

U North Sea

NU

NU

M North Sea

NMRF

NM

NLFFB
NLFFS
L North Sea

NLFFY

NL

NLFFT
NLFFC
CKGR
Chalk

CKTXP

CK

CKTXM
KNGL
Rijnland

KNNC

KN

KNNSF
RNMUU
RNMUA
RNMUE
RNMUL
Upper Triassic

RNROU
RNRO2

RN

RNROM
RNRO1
RNSOC
RNSOB
RBMVC
RBMVL
Lower Triassic

RBSHR

RB

RBSHM
RBSHL
ZEZ2A
ZEZ2C
Zeichstein

ZEZ1W

ZE

ZEZ1C
ZEZ1K
Rotliegend (Ten
Boer)
Rotliegend
(Slochteren)
Carboniferous

21st January 2014
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Exponential
Trend Line
Density affected
by wellbore
enlargement

Density
Compositor

Log RHOB
Pseudo
Density using
Gardner

Figure 3. Composite density built up for the Well ZRP-1: for the very shallow section of the well
(from surface to 350mTVDRT), an exponential trend line was used. For the rest of the well
section, the density was directly used except for two short intervals at around 350-850mTVDRT
and 2000-2200mTVDRT where the pseudo density log (Gardner’s relationship) was selected,
because the density was considered as being affected by wellbore enlargement.

Figure 4 shows a compilation of the overburden gradient curves (in equivalent mud weights)
for the thirteen offset wells. The resulting overburden gradients present similar behaviour and
therefore provide a good representation of the overburden for the entire field.
The vertical gradient varies between 2.20 and 2.40 SG at 3200m TVDRT due to variation in
the thickness of the Zechstein salt layer and variation in the density data around the
Loppersum area indicating lower overburden gradient at the centre of the Groningen field.
From Figure 4 it can be seen that SV is larger than 2.15 SG for depths deeper than 2000m
TVD.
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Overburden Comparison - Groningen
EMW (SG)

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

0
500

TVDGL (m)

1000
1500
2000
2500
3000
3500
4000
SLO-3
BRW-2
ZND-1
KWR-1A

HGZ-1
EKL-1
ZRP-1

UHM-1
RDW-1
OVS-1

ZPD-1
POS-1
ZWD-1

Figure 4. Overburden (Sv) profiles for the thirteen offset wells. The overburden varies from 2.20 –
2.40 SG at 3200m TVDRT. Density was not available for SLO-3 (highlighted curve in black box)
hence the overburden for this well has been estimated using the pseudo-density derived from
Gardner correlation.

2.2.

Pore Pressure

Pore pressure plays a fundamental role in geomechanics (i.e., when managing wellbore
stability during drilling and production or when drilling through depleted formations such as
the Slochteren). Direct measurements of formation pressure were available in the reservoir
formations for most of the wells used in the present study. In the overburden sections, mud
weights and drilling experience have been used to estimate the pore pressure. We inferred a
hydrostatic pore pressure regime down to approximately 1200m TVDSS, which is in line with
the mud weight used to drill the shallow hole sections and the reported drilling events. The
shale pore pressure (Pp) in the overlying formations has been interpreted to be slightly
overpressured to 1.12 SG at the top of the Rotliegend following information provided by NAM
during our bi-weekly progress meeting. This information indicates that the water gradient in
the Slochteren formations is higher than the fresh water gradient and based on formation
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pressure measurements the virgin reservoir pore pressure ranges between 330 and 360 bar.
Figure 5 illustrates the pressure data available for Groningen at virgin conditions.

Figure 5. Virgin Pressure data available for 5 offset wells in Groningen. For Groningen the
formation water gradient is 1.166 bar/10m and the gas gradient is 0.18 bar/10m (courtesy of NAM
“Groningen Fault Stability Assessment. P.A.J. van den Bogert, R.M.H.E. van Eijs, O. Van der
Wal”). There is no evidence of different pressure compartments in the reservoir despite the
amount of faults present in the field.

Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the interpreted pore pressure and the overburden profiles derived
for six of the selected offset wells. For additional wells see Appendix 1 Pore Pressure.

BRW-2

EKL-1

HGZ-1

MW

MW

MW

PP

PP

RFT

PP

RFT

Figure 6. Pore pressure profiles in blue for Wells BRW-2, EKL-1 and HGZ-1. The vertical stress is
plotted in dark red in addition to the MW in green used to drill the wells and the RFT data (red
dots) to calibrate the reservoir PP.
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KWR-1A

OVS-1

POS-1

MW

MW

MW

PP

PP

PP

RFT

RFT

RFT

Figure 7. Pore pressure profiles (blue) for Wells KWR-1A, OVS-1 and POS-1. The vertical stress
is plotted in dark red in addition to the MW (green) used to drill the wells and the RFT data (red
dots) to calibrate the reservoir PP.

The interpreted pore pressure profiles shown in blue in Figure 6 and Figure 7 indicate virgin
pressures ranging between 1.18SG to 1.25SG at the top of the reservoir and there are wells
such as HGZ-1 and ZWD-1 that have been depleted down to 0.6SG and 1.03SG respectively
as per formation pressure measurements.

2.3.

Rock Properties

The mechanical response of rocks to changes in stresses is controlled, amongst other
factors, by its mechanical properties. Understanding rock mechanical properties such as
compressive strength, friction coefficient, Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, etc. is an integral
part of the geomechanical model. Therefore, an adequate laboratory testing program on core
retrieved from the reservoir (or formation of interest) is valuable in providing accurate
constraints for the required parameters.
For this study, two reports summarising rock mechanics testing, conducted by NAM, on core
2

samples from wells Froombosch-8, t-Zandt-12 and Zuidlaarderveen-6, were available . The
tests included uniaxial, single-stage triaxial compression tests and thick wall cylinder tests. All
the laboratory rock tests were performed on samples of sandstone selected from cored
sections from the Rotliegend reservoir formations. The results of these uniaxial and triaxial
tests were then used to calibrate the log-based rock properties. Table 3, Table 4 and Table 5
refer to the triaxial strength data for the wells t-Zandt-12, Froombosch-8 and Zuidlaarderveen
2

extracted from NAM’s internal report .
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Table 3. t Zand-12 triaxial strength test data (courtesy of NAM)

Table 4. Froombosch-8 triaxial strength test data (courtesy of NAM)
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Table 5. Zuidlaarderveen-6 triaxial strength test data (courtesy of NAM)

Strength data at both yield and failure conditions were recorded for all three tested wells,
(Table 3, Table 4, Table 5), and those taken at failure highlighted in red squares have been
the ones used to interpret the unconfined compressive strength (UCS), the cohesion and the
rock internal friction coefficients.

2.3.1. Laboratory Rock Tests Interpretation
Triaxial Tests
Rock properties from triaxial and multistage compression tests can be obtained by conducting
a series of axial compression tests on cylindrical samples under different confining pressures
in a way that each sample is loaded axially until complete failure occurs while maintaining a
lateral confinement by a fluid. Triaxial tests use individual plugs and reach the failure limit for
each confining pressure whereas multistage tests do not reach the failure stage, permitting
the use of a single plug for all the confining pressures. The results of these tests can be
plotted in terms of two dimensional mean stress space (Mohr-Coulomb diagram); normal
stress σn or (σ1+σ3)/2 and shear stress τ or (σ1-σ3)/2. The value of unconfined compressive
strength (UCS), internal friction coefficient (μi) and cohesion (S) are the three most widely
used failure parameters to fully characterize the strength properties of rocks. These
parameters can be approximately obtained by drawing a tangent to Mohr’s circles plotted in
normal and shear space (black line in Figure 8Error! Reference source not found.). The
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slope and intercept of this line are termed as internal friction coefficient (μi) and cohesion (S),
respectively. The Mohr Coulomb failure envelope is described by:

( )

(2)

Figure 8 and Figure 9 show the interpreted Mohr-Coulomb circles (τ-σn plane) in the
Slochteren formation. for the well t-Zandt-12 covering two intervals plotted separately
(2818.75m and 2819.53m) and together (2817.75-2819.53m). Table 6 summarises the
interpreted triaxial test results for all three wells ZND-12 (Groningen), FRB-8 (Groningen) and
ZLV-6 (Annerveen) (refers to Appendix 2 UCS and Rock Properties for more interpreted
Mohr Circles results). The analysed triaxial tests show that the UCS within the Slochteren
varies between 15MPa and 26 MPa with internal friction coefficient (μi) varying between 0.42
and 0.62 (23⁰ and 32⁰). These results of UCS and μi have been used to constrain the
magnitude of the maximum horizontal stress (

) at a later stage.

μi = 0.98 (44.42 deg)
UCS = 5.96 Mpa
So = 1.25 Mpa.

μi = 0.42 (22.73 deg)
UCS = 24.36 Mpa
So = 8.10 Mpa.

Figure 8. Interpretation of triaxial tests collected in the t-Zandt-12 at two intervals: 2817.75m and
2819.53m.

IF = 0.56 (29.39 deg)
UCS = 14.84 Mpa
So = 4.34 Mpa.

Figure 9. Interpretation of triaxial tests collected in the t-Zandt-12 for the combined interval
between 2817.75m and 2819.53m.
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Table 6. Summary of interpreted triaxial tests for FRB-8, ZND-12 and ZLV-6

Well

FRB-8

ZND-12

ZDV-6

Depth MD
(m)

UCS
(Mpa)

Internal
Friction
(deg)

Cohesion
(MPa)

Comments

Tested
depth

2756.84 - 2757.35

21.4

19.33

7.59

Interval 1

Reservoir

2760.95 - 2761.16

5.44

31.38

1.53

Interval 2

Reservoir

2756.81 - 2761.16

16.95

23.73

5.53

Complete Interval

Reservoir

2816.47 - 2818.85

5.96

44.42

1.25

Interval 1

Reservoir

2819.10 - 2820.33

24.36

22.73

8.1

Interval 2

Reservoir

2816.47 - 2820.33

14.84

29.39

4.34

Complete Interval

Reservoir

3795.96 - 3796.26

14.94

35.24

3.87

Interval 1

Reservoir

3796.38 - 3797.22

14.41

30.61

4.11

Interval 2

Reservoir

3795.96 - 3797.22

15.3

32.05

4.24

Complete Interval

Reservoir

Uniaxial Compression Tests
Unconfined compressive strength (UCS) is determined by axially loading a plug sample at
constant rate until failure occurs with no applied confining pressure. When instrumented with
strain gauges, uniaxial tests allow the determination of Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio
during the elastic part of the test; the peak strength value is the UCS. In this case, UCS data
were also provided for the well Uiterburen-10 (provided by NAM through electronic
communication, e-mail) and Table 7 illustrates this data recorded for 31 depths; the average
rock strength across the sand was estimated to be around 9 – 10 MPa. These uniaxial data
combined with the triaxial ones form the basis for the development of the Groningen strength
model.
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Table 7. Uiterburen-10 Uniaxial strength data (provided by NAM through electronic
communication, e-mail).

2.3.2. Log-Based Mechanical Properties
The most common method for the continuous estimation of static log-based mechanical
properties of a formation is the application of published empirical relationships between static
(laboratory measurements) and dynamic (derived from wireline logs) properties. Wireline log
data from the thirteen offset wells have been used to determine the unconfined rock strength
(UCS)

using

distinct

empirical

relations

developed

for

each

lithology.

Shale,

Dolomite/Limestone, Halite/Anhydrite and sandstone were identified using the gamma ray log
response, since shale formations experience high gamma ray counts compared to those of
sandstone or limestone formations.
In the current study and for the reservoir sandstones laboratory determined UCS data were
available but very limited and these have been used to calibrate the log derived UCS
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correlations through the Slochteren formation. Figure 10 illustrates the lab UCS values from
well ZND-12 (Table 6) plotted on top of the log derived UCS for well ZND-1. The figure
indicates the two uniaxial tests from ZND-12 (red squares) and that the average rock strength
for the Slochteren formation is around 15 – 26 MPa in the Loppersum area as indicated by
the triaxial tests (Figure 9) and therefore the log derived UCS in blue has been calibrated to
fall within this range of rock strength. Illustration of the lab UCS data from FRB-8, UTB-10 and
ZLV-6 against their log derived UCS curves have not been provided as these wells are
outside Groningen and hence have not been included in this study; however, as can be seen
from Table 6 and Table 7 the range of UCS values tested from these wells falls within the
range of UCS values tested in well ZND-12.

ZND-1

Log Derived UCS
ZND-1

Lab UCS
ZND-12
(See Table 5)

Figure 10. Log derived UCS calibration. Calibration of log derived UCS shown in blue plotted
against lab UCS data in red dots. The UCS across ROSLN ranges from 15 – 26 MPa.

Finally, for those formations where no laboratory rock tests exist, the strength model has been
calibrated against reported drilling experiences such as tight spots, reaming, back reaming,
pack off, stuck pipe etc. Below are the log derived relationships used for determining the rock
properties in all formations. The correlations used were selected according to the lithology of
the formations and the best derived strength profiles or magnitudes to replicate the wellbore
failure (breakouts) and drilling experiences reported.
3

1. Shale (NU/NM/NL) calculated using modified Horsroud relation (2001) .

[
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Where:

UCS (psi)

Unconfined Compressive Strength

DTCO (μs/ft)

Slowness of compressional wave

2. Sandstone (NU/NM/NL) calculated using modified Horsrud relation (2001).

[
Where:

](

)

(4)

UCS (psi)

Unconfined Compressive Strength

DTCO (μs/ft)

Slowness of compressional wave

3. Shale (CK/KN/RN/RB) calculated using modified Horsrud relation (2001).

[
Where:

](

)

UCS (psi)

Unconfined Compressive Strength

DTCO (μs/ft)

Slowness of compressional wave.

(5)

4. Shale (ROCLT/DC) calculated using modified Horsrud (2001).

[
Where:

](

)

UCS (psi)

Unconfined Compressive Strength

DTCO (μs/ft)

Slowness of compressional wave.

(5)

4

5. Sandstone (ROSLN) calculated using modified McNally relation (2001) .

[

(
Where:

](

(

)))

UCS (psi)

Unconfined Compressive Strength

DTCO (μs/ft)

Slowness of compressional wave.

(7)

6. Limestone/Marl/Dolomite/Halite/Salt/Anhydrite and Chalk calculated using Militzer
5

(1973) .

(
Where:
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UCS (psi)

Unconfined Compressive Strength

DTCO (μs/ft)

Slowness of compressional wave.

(8)
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As can be noted, unlike resistivity and density logs, acoustic logs have been used for
derivation of UCS as they appear to be less influenced by hole enlargements. Table 8
illustrates the statistic summary of the UCS for both the ROSLN and the Carboniferous.
Table 8. UCS statistic summary for ROSLN and Carboniferous

UCS ROSLN - Sand

Well

BRW-2

UCS Carboniferous - Shale

Pmin

P10

P50

P90

Pmin

P10

P50

P90

15.89

20.68

25.12

29.13

11.16

12.78

19.87

23.53

EKL-1

8.89

14.58

19.57

28.45

HGZ-1

13.35

17.62

23.04

27.47

11.18

18.42

No coverage
23.82

27.91

KWR-1A

18.89

24.64

31.1

37.57

3.94

14.28

20.85

25.28

OVS-1

8.9

14.78

19.25

30.06

12.7

14.96

15.97

18.45

POS-1

9.47

12.5

16.63

30.82

14.33

14.85

16.5

17.17

RDW-1

11.2

17.11

22.17

29.16

13.99

16.35

18.85

21.8

SLO-3

9.13

11.24

17.08

30.33

6.44

12.24

16.43

18.99

UHM-1A

12.02

17.84

23.6

31.69

No coverage

ZND-1

2.63

14.23

18.85

30.26

No coverage

ZPD-1

10.46

19.16

24.28

29.47

4.89

10.76

18.07

21.91

ZRP-1

12.65

16.86

24.89

32.65

16.69

17.97

19.86

21.28

ZWD-1

18.94

24.47

30.42

38.05

9.7

14.13

21.63

25.62

Internal Friction and Poisson Ratio
6

The Lal Vp equation has been used to derive the internal friction coefficients for all lithologies
except for shales, halite and shallow sandstones where constant values have been used (see
Table 9). For the reservoir sandstones the internal friction values used are ranging within
those values of internal friction estimated from the triaxial test data and shown in Table 6.

(

((

Where:

) (

)))

(9)

Internal Friction Coefficient
Vp (km/sec)

Compressive Velocity

A theoretical based on an isotropic, homogeneous, linearly elastic medium correlation have
been used for the determination of the Dynamic Poisson Ratio for all lithologies except for the
reservoir formation where a values of 0.18 has been used throughout the field (this values
has been established in agreement with NAM).

(

) ( (

))

(10)
(11)

Where:
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Table 9. Internal Friction and Poisson Ratio values for Halite, ROCLT, ROSLN and DC using
equation 9, 10 and 11.

Poisson Ratio

Internal Friction

Well
Halite

ROSLN

ROCLT/DC

Halite

ROCLT

ROSLN

DC

BRW-2

0.82

0.56

0.56

0.25

0.26

0.18

0.23

EKL-1

0.82

0.5

0.5

0.25

0.27

0.18

N/A

HGZ-1

0.82

0.45

0.5

0.25

0.22

0.18

0.21

KWR-1A

0.82

0.45

0.5

0.25

0.21

0.18

0.23

OVS-1

0.82

0.63

0.56

0.25

0.28

0.18

0.26

POS-1

0.82

0.53

0.56

0.25

0.27

0.18

0.26

RDW-1

0.82

0.53

0.56

0.25

0.24

0.18

0.23

SLO-3

0.82

0.53

0.5

0.25

0.29

0.18

0.26

UHM-1A

0.82

0.53

0.55

0.25

0.25

0.18

N/A

ZND-1

0.82

0.6

0.5

0.25

0.27

0.18

N/A

ZPD-1

0.82

0.53

0.55

0.25

0.27

0.18

0.25

ZRP-1

0.82

0.55

0.55

0.25

0.26

0.18

0.26

ZWD-1

0.82

0.53

0.6

0.25

0.24

0.18

0.23

Young’s Modulus
The Young’s Modulus is an important parameter for the 3-D dynamic modelling. This has
been estimated using the following equation for all lithologies except for the Slochteren
reservoir.
(
(

Where:

)
)

Vs (km/sec)

Shear Velocity

Vp (km/sec)

Compressional Velocity

(g/cm3)

(11)

Bulk density

Across the reservoir formation, the Young’s modulus has been estimated using the
relationship derived from laboratory tests of young’s modulus and porosity carried out in the
wells Eemskanaal-12 and Zuiderpolder-12. The power relationship shown in Figure 11 has
been used to derive the Young’s modulus magnitude from the Groningen porosity exported
from MoRes. Table 10 shows the laboratory results of Young’s Modulus and Porosity used to
generate the cross-plot, this data have been extracted from NAM internal report “Groningen
Fault Stability Assessment”.
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Table 10. EKL-12 and ZPD-12 laboratory Young’s Modulus and Porosity (courtesy of NAM )

Well

EKL-12

ZPD-12

21st January 2014

TVD
(m)

E
(Mpa)

Porosity
(%)

2740

14704

0.4

2744.7

12728

6.8

2751.8

4441

18.7

2760

6388

19.5

2761.5

4652

18.9

2770.4

2660

25.8

2798.9

5457

20.9

2800.3

4238

21.1

2812.8

16039

16.3

2813.7

6785

19.8

2715.3

10472

18

2815.9

10202

18.5

2815.9

9529

19

2835.4

26581

7.8

2840.6

16378

15.2

2850.4

20616

12.9

2859

12635

12.2

2868.4

19253

8.4

2872.6

25823

7.4

2876.6

34813

7.4

2900.9

24171

11.2

2756

6856

19.6

2756

6737

19.7

2837.4

19642

12.1

2837.4

15977

12.7
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Figure 11. EKL-12 and ZPD-12 Young’s Modulus and Porosity Cross-Plot. Exponential correlation
for deriving Young’s Modulus in the Slochteren Fm. from reservoir porosity extracted from
MoRes. The correlation is valid for porosity ranging from 8 – 25 %.

Figure 12 shows the composite diagram of the rock mechanical properties and the calibration
of the static Young’s Modulus and Poisson Ratio with the laboratory test results for the well
EKL-12. The UCS is shown in blue on the left track, Poisson’s Ratio and Internal Friction in
black and pink on the centre track and the static/dynamic Young’s Modulus in red
triangles/purple respectively on the right track.
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Figure 12. Composite diagram of the rock mechanical properties for EKL-12. UCS in blue on the
left track, poisson ration and internal friction in black and pink respectively on the middle track
and the static and dynamic Young’s Modulus in red triangles and purple respectively on the right
track.

More composite diagrams of rock mechanical properties can be found in Appendix 2 UCS
and Rock Properties.

2.4.

Minimum Horizontal Stress (Shmin) under virgin reservoir
conditions

There are several ways of estimating the magnitude of the least principal horizontal stress or
minimum horizontal total stress (Shmin): log-based methods, direct measurements (such as
leak-off tests, extended leak-off tests, minifrac, wireline, frac jobs, etc.). When properly
conducted, leak-off tests and minifrac tests measure the fluid pressure required to create and
propagate hydraulically induced fractures, as well as the pressure under which these newly
created fractures close (fracture closure pressure = FCP). The FCP is interpreted after
monitoring the pressure diffusion as a function of time during the well shut-in period, which is
typically 20 minutes. The FCP counteracts the stress in the rock perpendicular to the fracture
plane; therefore, this pressure can be considered equal or a lower bound of the magnitude of
Shmin. The instantaneous shut-in pressure (ISIP) is by definition the pressure in hydraulic
fracturing immediately after shut-in. This pressure may vary from several psi to several
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hundreds of psi above the closure pressure depending on the treatment and the rock. The
ISIP is generally greater than the closure stress and can be considered an upper bound of
Shmin magnitude. Additionally, formation breakdown and fracture initiation may be strongly
influenced by the stress concentration around the well, particularly in deviated wells.
The minimum horizontal stress profile is then first defined by utilising any known
measurement data that are available; specifically LOT type data. For this study we use LOT
(leak-off test), FIT (formation integrity test) and MiniFrac data. LOTs and MiniFrac tests give
usually a good indication of the fracture gradient (S hmin), whereas FITs do not as they are not
taken to leak-off pressure. FIT can only be used as a guide.
Several leak-off tests (LOT) and formation integrity tests (FIT) were conducted around the
Groningen field. However, no pressure-volume plots were available for interpretation of the
fracture closure pressure. Additionally, three minifrac tests at depleted conditions were also
conducted in the Ten Boer shale within the following offset wells ZND-12B, BRW-5 and ZLV-6
but they did not provide any information of the FCP at virgin conditions. In this sense, the
recorded good quality (rank A & B) LOT data provided by NAM have been used to constrain
the minimum horizontal stress by using the low range of values available from the selected
LOT dataset (see Figure 13). This dataset includes two additional LOTs extracted from
NAM’s

8

internal report “Groningen Fault Stability Assessment, section 2.2.2 Horizontal

stress”. The data plotted in Figure 13 can also be seen in Table 11.

Figure 13. Available LOTs values extracted from NAM database including the two LOT at original
4
reservoir conditions from NAM internal report . The brown line shows the Shmin constrained to
the lower limit of the data. The stress variation in Slochteren is between 400 – 550 psi at depth
ranging between 2600 and 3000m TVD.
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As observed, Figure 13 illustrates the LOT values used to constrain the magnitude of Shmin in
the Groningen field; the data indicate stress variation across the Slochteren formation ranging
between 400 psi to 550 psi at depth ranging between 2600 and 3000 m TVD. In this sense
and for this study, the magnitude of Shmin has been constrained to the lower limit of this cloud
of data shown by the brown line which also fits though the two LOT pressure points (red dots)
extracted from NAM’s internal report.
Table 11. Summary of LOT dataset (courtesy of NAM) – at virgin reservoir conditions

Field

TVD
(m)

LOT
(bar/10m)

LOT
(bar)

Formation

1763

1.4

246.8

RN

2600

1.7

442.0

ZE

3234

2.3

743.8

ROCLT

2760

1.68

463.7

RB

1156

1.45

167.6

CK

2294

2.2

504.7

ZE

2285.0

2.12

484.2

Zechstein Salt (inf) Fm.

BDM-2

2848.5

1.94

551.5

Ten Boer Mb

BRW-4

1109.0

1.60

177.1

Chalk Gp.

EKL-13

2056.0

1.97

405.7

Z4 Salt Mb.

OPK-2

947.3

1.41

133.9

North Sea Spgp

SAP-15

720.0

1.47

105.8

Lower North Sea Gp

2838.0

1.62

458.6

Ten Boer Mb

TJM-2

5004.8

1.82

913.3

Carboniferous Spgp

ZND-2

2037.0

2.21

449.7

Main Claystone Mb

ZND-12

1865.0

1.83

342.1

Main Claystone Mb

ZND-8

1491

1.700

253.5

ZVN-7

274.4

1.70

46.6

North Sea Spgp

ZVN-13

1698.0

1.94

328.9

Z3 Salt Mb

ZWD-2

2340.0

1.94

453.5

RN/RB

ZWD-1

2018.0

1.67

337.0

RN

Well

KWR-1A
Outside
Groningen

HGZ-1

RDW-1

Groningen

2778.0

424.0

2840.0

433.0

NAM's Report

The discrete data shown in Figure 13 only define a limited number of Shmin points for a
particular number of wells conducted normally at each casing shoe. A continuous trend line of
Shmin magnitude is defined throughout the entire well using the effective stress ratio (ESR)
method:


The least principal stress generally depends on the pore pressure value. In order to
calculate the stresses for different pore pressure conditions and to generate a stress
profile as a function of depth, we used the effective stress ratio (ESR or K), which is
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defined as the ratio of effective horizontal stress to effective vertical stress. In this
case, for the minimum horizontal stress Khmin is defined as:

Kmin = (Shmin – Pp)/(Sv – Pp)

(8)

The assumption made is that the Khmin value does not change as a function of depth
over the interval considered in this study.
The pore pressure was evaluated before each test was conducted, allowing the determination
of the effective stress ratio. The minimum horizontal stress magnitude shows a reasonable
consistency with the calibration points using Khmin values of 0.40. For this effective stress
ratio, the Shmin curve passes on the lower range of LOT dataset from NAM. Figure 14 shows
the ESR defining Shmin (Kmin) as a function of depth on the left track and the pore pressure
profile in blue, the least principal stress (Shmin) in dashed green and the overburden in dark
red on the right track for the well POS-1. In summary, the minimum horizontal gradient in the
field varies between 1.54 SG and 1.67 SG (420-520 bars) at the top of the reservoir.

Shmin

Khmin

Groningen LOTs
(Table 11)

Pp

LOTs outside Groningen
(Table 11)

RFT
NAM’s Report
8
LOTs
Figure 14. Interpreted minimum horizontal stress based on effective stress ratio (ESR) method.
The ESR is shown as Khmin in blue on the left and on the right side the resultant S hmin in dashed
green can be seen along with the PP shown as reference, RFT, the LOT data and the vertical
stress in dark red. All values are plotted as a function of depth.

2.5.

Maximum Horizontal Stress (SHmax) under virgin conditions

The last remaining components required to fully define the geomechanical model are the
magnitude of SHmax and its orientation. They are determined by analysis of stress–induced
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wellbore failures such as Breakouts (BO) and Drilling Induced Tensile Fractures (DITF) from
image logs.
Wellbore images from two wells, KWR-1A and RDW-1, have allowed identification of wellbore
breakouts occurred along the Slochteren sandstones and the Carboniferous Shale (Figure 15
& Figure 17). Finally, these wellbore failures (average breakout width and azimuth) and the
derived rock mechanical properties (UCS and IF) have been used to constrain the magnitude
of SHmax using GMI•SFIB™ module CSTR (Constrain Stress).

2.5.1. SHmax Orientation
The analysed image logs from both KWR-1A and RDW-1 indicate that the orientation of SHmax
is very similar throughout Groningen following an average azimuth between 156º - 160º
±10deg.
KWR-1A
From averaging the azimuths of the identified breakouts in the image data (pink square in
Figure 15), the global SHmax Azimuth around the KWR-1/1A has been estimated to be around
SSE156°NNW ± 6.75deg. In addition, the breakout widths have also been averaged to be
around 51.4°± 23.04deg as seen in Figure 16.
SHmax Azimuth

ROSLN

Carboniferous

BO Azimuth

Carboniferous

Figure 15. Breakouts identified through the Slochteren and Carboniferous formations in KWR1A. The pink squares represent the breakouts identified with their respective widths.
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Figure 16. Statistics of breakout azimuth and breakout width in KWR-1A. All selected breakouts
can be observed in one single track on the left (areas highlighted in pink).

RDW-A
Analysis has also been carried out on the image logs from RDW-1. Figure 17 illustrates the
breakouts identified in both the Slochteren and Carboniferous formations. The average
azimuth of the breakouts indicates a global SHmax azimuth of around 160° ± 10deg with
breakout width average of 47.5°± 12deg (Figure 18).

ROSL
N

Carboniferous

Figure 17. Breakouts identified through the Slochteren and Carboniferous formations in RDW-1.
The pink squares represent the breakouts identified with their respective widths.
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Figure 18. Statistics of breakout azimuth and breakout width in RDW-1

2.5.2. SHmax Magnitude
The process of constraining the magnitude of SHmax is carried out using GMI•SFIB™ module
CSTR (Constrain Stress) along with the results from the preceding sections. This graphical
methodology is well established and has been described in a number of publications (e.g.
Zoback, 2007

9 10 11

) and is also further explained in Appendix 3 Stress Polygon and

Constraining Horizontal Stress Magnitudes. The three depths chosen to constrain the
magnitude of the maximum horizontal stress are located where unambiguous wellbore
breakouts (width and orientation) have been identified in the wells KWR-1A and RDW-1. At
these depths (3276m, 3381m and 3468 m MD), derived values of vertical stress (Sv) and
horizontal stresses (Shmin, SHmax) are inputs in the plot. The following Figure 19 illustrates an
example of SHmax constrained in KWR-1A at 3468m MDRT/3402.15m TVSS in the
Carboniferous formation.
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Figure 19. Example of SHmax modelling performed on wellbore breakouts recorded in the well
KWR-1A at 3468m MDRT. The SHmax has been constrained for UCS range between 15 – 20 MPa
which are the P10 and P50 of the rock strength across Slochteren. The figure displays a stress
polygon that is consistent with the presence of failure at 3402m TVDSS within the Slochteren
Fm. in well KWR-1A. The red contour lines indicate the values of uniaxial compressive rock
strength (UCS) in MPa. The green lines indicate the lower bound and upper bound values of S min
and SHmax. The red rectangle delineates the possible rock strength range at the vicinity of 3402m
TVDSS. The green right brace indicates the SHmax range (1.67-1.85 SG) for the given Shmin and
rock strength ranges. Pressures and stresses are shown in units of SG. NF: normal faulting
environment; SS: strike-slip faulting environment; RF: reverse faulting environment. ; i:
coefficient of internal friction (IntFric); f: coefficient of sliding friction (SlidFric); : Poisson’s
ratio (PoisRat); : Biot’s elastic coefficient; wBO: breakout width; Diff. Mud Pressure: refers to
the overbalanced used to drill the well (MW-Pp).

The stress polygon modelled in Figure 19 indicates that the magnitude of the maximum
horizontal stress should be constrained between 1.66SG EMW and 1.85SG EMW in order to
theoretically recreate the breakouts observed in the well KWR-1A at 3468m MDRT. The
range of possible SHmax magnitude is related to the UCS uncertainties 15MPa≤UCS≤20MPa.
This range represents the P10 and P50 of rock strength across the shale intervals within the
Slochteren formation in the well KWR-1A (see Figure 20).
This analysis was performed for each of the three depths (KWR-1A=3402.15m, RDW1=3240m & 3351m TVDSS) where breakouts were clearly identified. Appendix 4 Results
from the CSTR module using GMI•SFIB™ gathers the analyses performed using
GMI•SFIB™ module CSTR. Figure 21 illustrates a graphical summary of the resulting SHmax
range in terms of effective stress ratio for the three selected depths. The width of the red
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horizontal lines represents the range of possible S Hmax ESR predicted from the analysed
wellbore failures.

Figure 20. UCS Histogram for the Slochteren formation in KWR-1A. The Breakouts were
identified across the shale which is weaker than the sand. P10 and P50 UCS values across the
shale intervals have been for stress modelling.

Effective Stress Ratio (-)
0.3

0.5

0.7

0.9

1.1

1.3

1.5

3000

Depth (m MDRT)

3100

3200

SHmax Calibration
Shmin
SHmax
Overburden

3300

3400

3500
Figure 21. Graphical summary of the GMI•SFIB™ module CSTR (Constrain Stress) for the most
relevant breakouts identified in wells KWR-1A and RDW-1. The red horizontal lines represent the
possible range of SHmax considering the uncertainties in the UCS for the three depths were
wellbore failures were analysed. The effective stress ratio selected to fit the breakouts and
drilling experiences is 0.55 (vertical red line), thus is value has been used to obtained the local
SHmax magnitude in the Groningen Field. Here is also displayed the estimated ESR for S hmin
(green line) which is 0.40.
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As with the determination of the minimum horizontal stress, the principle for evaluating the
SHmax magnitude consists of using effective stress ratios. For the maximum horizontal stress
we have:

KHmax = (SHmax – Pp)/(Sv – Pp) = 0.55

(9)

Where KHmax is the effective stress ratio used to calculate the maximum horizontal stress
magnitude (SHmax).
The average SHmax values at the depths where CSTR have been run are used for deriving the
KHmax value shown above and then assumed that this value remains constant across the
entire depth profile in order to generate a corresponding SHmax profile. The stress modelling
results, shown in Figure 19, also indicate that an effective stress ratio of 0.55 would be
appropriate for establishing the SHmax profile. The predicted SHmax gradient in Groningen varies
between 1.73 – 1.82 SG (500 – 560 bars) at the top of the Slochteren formation.
A range of SHmax magnitudes was determined in order to account for the uncertainties linked
to the Shmin magnitude and the possible UCS variation (Figure 21). A variety of such analyses
consistently point that a normal faulting stress regime (Sv > SHmax > Shmin) is applicable in the
field at reservoir depths. Through this analysis we derived a normal faulting stress state
model (Figure 22), which is consistent with the local drilling experience and the regional
experience. Figure 22 shows the stress state for well POS-1 in EMW on the left track and in
absolute pressure on the right track. The pore pressure is shown in blue, the Shmin and SHmax
in dashed green and dashed red respectively, the overburden in dark red and the mud weight
used to drill the well in green.
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MW
PP

RFT
Figure 22. Summary of the principal stress magnitudes and the pore pressure as function of
depth (example from well POS-1). Sv in dark red, Shmin in dashed green, SHmax in dashed red and
pore pressure in blue. Here is also displayed the MW used to drill this well (bright green) and the
formation pressure measurements.

2.6.

Verification of the Geomechanical Model

Review of drilling experience of existing wells is a way to calibrate the wellbore failures
predicted by the geomechanical model with the events experienced while drilling the wells. If
the geomechanical model can recreate the drilling experience to a reasonable level of
accuracy, then it is considered robust enough for further predictive use such as 3D
geomechanical modelling or wellbore stability.

2.6.1. Drilling Experience
The analysis of the drilling experience focuses on events that may be related to mechanical
instability of the well and subsurface pressure, hence, can be used to calibrate/verify the
geomechanical model. Examples of such events are losses or gains of drilling mud where the
former helps constrain Shmin and the latter the pore pressure. Stuck pipe or tight hole
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conditions, excessive cuttings/cavings and eventually hole reaming, may indicate excessive
amounts of cavings as a result of compressive failure (i.e. breakouts or washouts) at the
wellbore wall.

Figure 23. Summary of the time depth drilling events related to geomechanical issues
encountered while drilling the Well KWR-1A. The most relevant event was when the pipe got
stuck and the well had to be sidetracked.

Analysis of the drilling data indicates that a few issues occurred while drilling the well KWR-A
(Figure 23). While drilling around 2100m, the pipe got stuck and the well had to be
sidetracked. Connection gas was encountered at around 3280m and the mud weight was
increased in order to reduce and control the amount of gas getting into the well. At the end,
the well was successfully drilled until TD without much major problems.
Similar analyses of the daily drilling reports were performed for all the thirteen offset wells. No
major wellbore stability incidents were reported except for a few tight spots, reaming and
connecting gas. All verification analyses can be found in Appendix 5 Model Verification
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2.6.2. Model Calibration using GMI•WellCheckTM
The methodology used to verify the model is by predicting compressive failure at the wellbore
wall (i.e. borehole breakouts) in wells previously drilled, where we consider the stresses, pore
pressure, rock strength, individual well paths and the mud weights used for drilling.
GMI•WellCheck

TM

is our standard tool for this purpose. Generally, the model can be verified

against failure occurrence as observed in image or (oriented multi-arm) caliper logs, or by
comparison of the predictions with the drilling experience (e.g., excessive predicted failure
should correlate with difficulties experienced during drilling); this would verify the validity of
the geomechanical model.
The geomechanical model was verified for the entire range of depths covered by wireline log
data for each of the thirteen offset wells considered for the geomechanical study.Error!
Reference source not found. Figure 24 display output plots of the verification as a function
of breakout width and depth and Figure 25 shows the comparison between these predicted
breakout widths by the geomechanical model and those measured from the images for the
well KWR-1A. The results show very good agreement between the predicted wellbore failures
using the geomechanical model in place and the failures observed and identified in the image
logs. Similar verification results are shown in Figure 26 and Figure 27 for the well RDW-1. In
this case, the model is predicting more wellbore failures than those measured by the image
logs; nonetheless the overall prediction verifies well the drilling events such as tight spots
reported all along the interval were failures have been predicted. More analyses can be found
in Appendix 5 Model Verification.
In summary, the drilling experience of the thirteen wells located throughout Groningen verify
well with the predictions based on our geomechanical model. Because of the overall
reasonable data quality, the geomechanical model appears well constrained for the reservoir
and Carboniferous formations. The overlying formations have been fairy verified against
single caliper measurements and a few drilling incidents from few wells. Nonetheless, this
requires further calibration in order to increase the robustness of the stress model for the
overburden formations.
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The model provides good verification to the
drilling events observed and the measured
caliper.

Figure 24. Calibration of the geomechanical model against drilling experience from the well
KWR-1A. The two tracks on the left show the geomechanical model (principal stresses and rock
properties) as a function of depth. The two next tracks represent the well trajectory and the
caliper response for this well. The right hand side track displays the breakout width predicted by
the geomechanical model for each depth. As can be observed from the two tracks on the right,
good verification is found between the predicted failure (red intervals) and those measured with
the single caliper.

Good agreement
between the
breakouts
identified and the
predicted with the
geomechanical
model

Figure 25. Comparison of predicted breakouts and the measured ones from images in well KWR1A across the Slochteren Fm. As can be seen on the right hand side of the figure, an excellent
verification is found between the breakout widths predicted in red and the breakout widths
measured from the image logs. These results provide confidence and verify well the
geomechanical model used in the prediction.
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The model also provides good verification to the
drilling events observed and the caliper
measurements in the RDW-1 well.

Figure 26. Calibration of the geomechanical model against drilling experience from the well
RDW-1. Good verification between the predicted failure (red intervals) and the tight spots
reported in across the reservoir section.

Figure 27. Comparison of predicted breakouts and the measured ones from images in well RDW1A. As can be seen on the right track, the amount of breakouts predicted is higher than that
measured. However, the widths of the breakouts are similar to those measured and the failures
verify well with the tight spot events reported between 3150m – 3180m even though no
breakouts were seen in the image logs.
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3.0

Model Uncertainties

3.1.

1D Geomechanical Model



No XLOT or mini frac data at virgin conditions were available for determination of the
fracture closure pressure (FCP) in order to provide an accurate estimation the least
principal stress (Shmin). In this sense, the magnitude of Shmin has been constrained to
the lower limit of the LOT dataset and hence its estimation is conservative. An
estimated error bar of ±15% should be addressed to the resulting Shmin to assess the
uncertainties surrounding the model. The provided error bar has been estimated from
the scattered LOT points used in this study (Figure 13).



The variation of rock strength (UCS) across the Slochteren formation is large (15-26
MPa) which would increase the uncertainties in the estimation of the magnitude of
SHmax. There is also poor knowledge of the rock properties in the overburden
formations.



The range of possible SHmax magnitude is related to the UCS uncertainties as a large
variation in the rock strength has a direct impact on the estimation of SHmax.
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4.0


Summary
The in situ stress regime in the field is a normal faulting environment, where the
vertical stress, SV, is larger than both horizontal stress magnitudes (Sv ≥ SHmax ≥
Shmin).



The vertical stress (Sv), derived by integrating bulk density log data is equivalent to ~
2.2 - 2.4SG EMW at the top of the Slochtere formation. SV is larger than 2.15 SG for
depths deeper than 2000m TVD.



The pore pressure is hydrostatic down to approximately 1200m TVDSS and the
Shale pore pressure in the overburden formations has been interpreted to be slightly
overpressured to 1.12SG at the top the Rotliegend and from this point the reservoir
pressure varies between 330 and 360 bars.



The magnitude of the least principal stress (Shmin) is determined through LOT values
conducted at various intervals of the selected offset wells. The minimum horizontal
stress gradient at the top of the reservoir formation is equal to ~ 1.54 – 1.67SG EMW
(420-520 bars).



Image logs have been analysed in order to identify the stress induced wellbore
failures, useful for the determination of the SHmax azimuth. Several breakouts were
identified in the Slochteren and Carboniferous formations. The SHmax azimuth has
been interpreted to be ~ SSE160⁰NNW.



Based on empirical relations between wireline sonic logs and rock strength, UCS
profiles for the reservoir and the overburden shales have been derived. Calibration
has only been performed in the reservoir formation where rock mechanical tests were
available. The UCS within the Slochteren varies between 15MPa and 26MPa and
internal friction coefficient (μi) varying between 0.42 and 0.62 (23⁰ and 32⁰). Log
derived UCS and internal friction values reflect a similar distribution of mechanical
rock properties as found from the lab tests.



The magnitude of the maximum horizontal stress (SHmax) was constrained by
performing stress modelling with GMI•SFIB in intervals where wellbore failure were
observed. This permitted confirmation of a normal faulting stress regime in the field
and at the top of the Slochtere formation, the maximum horizontal stress magnitude is
~ 1.73 – 1.82SG EMW (500-560 bars).



Effective stress ratio (ESR) values of 0.4 and 0.55 were used to calculate Shmin and
SHmax magnitudes respectively.



The minimum horizontal gradient in the field varies between 1.54 SG and 1.67 SG
(420-520 bars) at the top of the reservoir.



The predicted SHmax gradient in Groningen varies between 1.73 – 1.82 SG (500 – 560
bars) at the top of the Slochteren formation.
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5.0


Recommendations
To improve the stress model, especially the magnitude of the far field S hmin, it is
recommended to perform XLOT’s or minifrac and record pressure-volume-time data
in small time steps and capture the fracture closure pressure. This will reduce the
uncertainties surrounding the estimated Shmin.



Capture additional image logs or multi arm caliper (4 arm/6 arm) to evaluate hole
shape and verify the stress orientation used and to constrain S Hmax magnitude around
the Groningen Area.



Carried out rock testing to calibrate the static and elastic properties of the rocks such
as Young’s Modulus and internal friction coefficient in both overburden and reservoir
formations.
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7.0

Nomenclature

Abbreviation

Meaning

DDR

Daily Drilling Report

FWR

Final Well Report

LOT

Leak Of Test

MDRT

Measured Depth from Rig Table

MDT

Modular formation Dynamic Tester

RFT

Formation Test

SHmax

Maximum Horizontal Stress

Shmin

Minimum Horizontal Stress

TVDRT

True Vertical Depth from Rig Table

TVDSS

True Vertical Depth from Sea Surface

UCS

Unconfined Compressive Stress

ESR

Effective Stress Ratio

BO

Breakout

IF

Internal Friction
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8.0

Appendices
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Appendix 1 Pore Pressure
This appendix shows the additional interpreted pore pressure profiles for the remaining offset
wells.

SLO-3

RDW-1

UHM-1

MW

MW

MW

PP

PP

PP

RFT
Figure 28. Pore pressure profiles for Wells RDW-1, SLO-3 and UHM-1

ZPD-1

ZND-1

ZWD-1

ZRP-1

MW

RFT

MW

MW

MW
PP

PP

PP

PP

RFT
RFT

RFT

Figure 29. . Pore pressure profiles for Wells ZND-1, ZPD-1, ZRP-1 and ZWD-1
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Appendix 2 UCS and Rock Properties
As described above, log based UCS and rock properties interpretations were calibrated
according to the triaxial and uniaxial tests performed by NAM. The following figures show the
interpreted triaxial tests and the resulted rock mechanical properties profiles for all offset
wells.

Depth: 2761.058m MDRT

Depth: 2757.03m MDRT
IF = 0.35 (19.33 deg)
UCS = 21.40 Mpa
So = 7.59 Mpa.

IF = 0.61 (31.38 deg)
UCS = 5.44 Mpa
So = 1.53 Mpa.

Figure 30. Interpretation of triaxial tests collected in the FRB-8 at 2757.03m and 2761.05m.

Depth: 2757.03 - 2761.058m
IF = 0.44 (23.73 deg)
UCS = 16.95 Mpa
So = 5.53 Mpa.

Figure 31. Interpretation of triaxial tests collected in the FRB-8 at combined intervals between
2757.03m and 2761.05m
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Depth: 3796.1m MDRT
IF = 0.71 (35.24 deg)
UCS = 14.94 Mpa
So = 3.87 Mpa.

Depth: 3796.9m MDRT
IF = 0.98 (30.61 deg)
UCS = 14.41 Mpa
So = 4.11 Mpa.

Figure 32. Interpretation of triaxial tests collected in the ZLV-6 at 3796.1m and 3796.9m

Depth: 3796.1-3796.9m MDRT
IF = 0.63 (32.05 deg)
UCS = 15.30 Mpa
So = 4.24 Mpa.

Figure 33. Interpretation of triaxial tests collected in the ZLV-6 at combined intervals between
3796.1m and 3796.9m.
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BRW-2

HGZ-1

Figure 34. Composite rock mechanical properties for BRW-2 and HGZ-1.

KWR-1A

OVS-1

Figure 35. Composite rock mechanical properties for KWR-1A and OVS-1.
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POS-1

RDW-1

Figure 36. Composite rock mechanical properties for POS-1 and RDW-1.

SLO-3

UHM-1A

No
densit
y data

Figure 37. Composite rock mechanical properties for SLO-3 and UHM-1A.
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ZND-1

ZPD-1

Figure 38. Composite rock mechanical properties for ZND-1 and ZPD-1.

ZRP-1

ZWD-1

Figure 39. Composite rock mechanical properties for ZRP-1 and ZWD-1.
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Appendix 3 Stress Polygon and Constraining
Horizontal Stress Magnitudes
The stress polygon, which is used in Figure 21, is a way to display physically possible stress
states. The outer bounds of the stress polygon (to the left and to the top) are defined by
maximum stress states, which are possible according to the theory of frictional faulting
equilibrium. This theory assumes that the state of stress in the crust is controlled by critically
oriented faults that allow a build-up of stress only to a certain level. If the stress reaches this
level (outer bounds of the stress polygon) the most critically oriented fault in the area slips,
and thus decreases the stress.
Figure 40 shows an example of output diagrams from the CSTR module of GMI•SFIB
displaying the stress polygon consistent with the occurrence of breakouts. This module is
normally used to constrain the magnitudes of the horizontal stresses, from the occurrence of
borehole breakouts and/or drilling-induced tensile fracture. The output plot shows the
relationship between SHmax and Shmin for any given value of Sv to graphically illustrate all
possible stress states (i.e., normal fault regime, reverse fault regime, or strike-slip regime) in
the form of a polygon as constrained by Coulomb frictional faulting theory (Moos and Zoback,
1990). The perimeter of the stress polygon indicates the limiting values of Shmin and SHmax for
which the state of stress is in equilibrium with the frictional strength of pre-existing faults, a
condition often observed in the earth (e.g., Zoback and Healy, 1992). For any point around
the perimeter of the polygon, construction of a Mohr diagram would show that the Mohr circle
would be exactly touching the Coulomb frictional failure line for an optimally oriented fault in
the current stress field. A coefficient of sliding friction of 0.6-0.8 can be used. The only
allowable stress states are those that are either along the perimeter of the polygon or within
its interior. This ensures that the in situ stresses never exceed a ratio of shear to effective
normal stress that would initiate slip on well-oriented, pre-existing faults.
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Example not from Groningen

Figure 40. This figure shows the combining information about the Earth with observations of
wellbore failure (right plot) to constrain stress magnitude. Example not from this study.
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Appendix 4 Results from the CSTR module using
GMI•SFIB™
Table 12 summarises the results of the analysis performed with GMI•SFIB™ from the
breakouts’ information collected on the image data analysis.
Table 12. List of the SHmax interval results of the GMI•SFIB™ analysis

Depth
(mMDRT)

BO Azi
(deg)

SHmax Azi
(deg)

BO
Width
(deg)

SHmax interval
(SG)

Shmin
(SG)

SV
(SG)

PP
(SG)

UCS
(MPa)

μ
(-)

1.58

2.25

1.12

15-20

0.5

ν
(-)

MW
(SG)

KWR-1A
3468

66

156

80

1.66

1.85

0.23 1.28

RDW-1
3276

70

160

55

1.69

1.87

1.58

2.25

1.14

15-20

0.53 0.18

3381

70

160

55

1.67

1.85

1.58

2.25

1.12

13-18

0.56 0.28 1.28

The following figures summarise the analyses corresponding the two remaining chosen
depths from RDW-1 where breakouts have been identified.

Figure 41. Example of SHmax modelling performed on wellbore breakouts recorded in the well
RDW-1 at 3276m MDRT
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Figure 42. Example of SHmax modelling performed on wellbore breakouts recorded in the well
RDW-1 at 3381m MDRT
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Appendix 5 Model Verification
In this well, the stress model provides good
verification to the drilling observations reported.
Wellbore failure is predicted across the sand
which is consistent with the tight spots
reported.

Figure 43. Calibration of the geomechanical model against drilling experience from the well
BRW-2

No major wellbore failure is predicted across the
sand or shales. Hole enlargement was measured
across the salt interval by caliper log. This may be
related to chemical interaction rather than due to
mechanical failure.

Figure 44. Calibration of the geomechanical model against drilling experience from the well EKL1
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Losses were reported while drilling through the
casing shoe. No wellbore failure is predicted. The
high mud weight used to drill the well.

Losses
while
drilling
through
casing
shoe

Figure 45. Calibration of the geomechanical model against drilling experience from the well HGZ1

Small wellbore failures are predicted across the
reservoir sand even though the caliper logs
indicates no hole enlargement. In general, the
stress model developed verifies well with the
drilling observations.

Figure 46. Calibration of the geomechanical model against drilling experience from the well OVS1
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No failure predicted or measured across the
reservoir sand. This may be attributed to the
relatively high mud weight used to drill the
well.

Figure 47. Calibration of the geomechanical model against drilling experience from the well POS1

Failure through the shales sections is predicted and
some tight spots are also reported. The caliper log
indicates hole enlargement across both the shales
and the salt body where possible chemical interaction
may have occurred.

Figure 48. Calibration of the geomechanical model against drilling experience from the well UHM1A
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Failure is predicted in the shallow shale sections
where the MW used was lower compared to the
one used in the rest of the well. Hole enlargement
is reported in the salt which may be related to
chemical interaction.

Figure 49. Calibration of the geomechanical model against drilling experience from the well ZPD1

The model verified the drilling observations. Small
failure is predicted across the reservoir section due
to the low MW used although no drilling incidents
were reported. Tight spots were observed in the
chalk section and big hole enlargement was
measured.

Figure 50. Calibration of the geomechanical model against drilling experience from the well ZRP1
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Good verification between the hole enlargement
measured by the caliper and the failure predicted
by the stress model.

Figure 51. Calibration of the geomechanical model against drilling experience from the well ZRP1

Good verification is obtained across the upper
section where hole enlargement is measured with
the caliper. Nonetheless, no major events have been
reported across this interval. The calibration
towards the bottom of the well also verifies well
with the stress model applied.

Figure 52. Calibration of the geomechanical model against drilling experience from the well ZND1
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Appendix 6 Drilling Summaries of the Offset Wells
As mentioned previously, Drilling experiences from offset wells provide key information for
calibrating the geomechanical model. Reviewing daily drilling reports allows us to understand
the drilling practices and their impact on wellbore instability.
In the analysis of drilling experience, information regarding actual mud weight used during
drilling and associated drilling problems such as stuck pipe, tight hole, sloughing, pack-off,
hole fill and mud losses, etc. is collected. These problems are summarized on plots of days
versus depth. The summary helps in diagnosing the nature and causes of drilling problems.
The summaries of drilling experience from the remaining twelve offset wells are presented in
this appendix:

Figure 53. Drilling summary for the well RDW-1
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Figure 54. Drilling summary for the well POS-1

Figure 55. Drilling summary for the well ZRP-1
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Figure 56. Drilling summary for the well BRW-2

Figure 57. Drilling summary for the well HGZ-1
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Figure 58. Drilling summary for the well OVS-1

Figure 59. Drilling summary for the well SLO-3
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Figure 60. Drilling summary for the well UHM-1A

Figure 61. Drilling summary for the well ZND-1
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Figure 62. Drilling summary for the well ZPD-1

Figure 63. Drilling summary for the well ZWD-1
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Figure 64. Drilling summary for the well EKL-1
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Appendix 7 Available Data

Figure 65. Available data for well POS-1

Figure 66. Available data for well ZRP-1
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Figure 67. Available data for well BRW-2

Figure 68. Available data for well EKL-1
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Figure 69. Available data for well HGZ-1

Figure 70. Available data for well OVS-1
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Figure 71. Available data for well SLO-3

Figure 72. Available data for well UHM-1A
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Figure 73. Available data for well ZND-1

Figure 74. Available data for well ZPD-1
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Figure 75. Available data for well ZWD-1
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Disclaimer
No person other than the Client may directly or indirectly rely upon the contents of this report.
This report reflects Baker RDS’s informed professional judgments based on accepted
standards of professional investigation, the data and information provided by the Client, the
limited scope of engagement, and the time permitted to conduct the evaluation. However, this
report does not in any way constitute or make a guarantee or prediction of results, and no
warranty is implied or expressed that actual outcome will conform to the outcomes presented
herein. Baker RDS does not warrant that the judgments or conclusions presented herein are
error-free. Baker RDS has not independently verified any information provided by or at the
direction of the Client. Baker RDS is acting in an advisory capacity only and disclaims all liability
for actions or losses derived from any actual or purported reliance on this report (or any other
statements or opinions of Baker RDS) by the Client or by any other person or entity. The
opinions expressed herein are subject to and fully qualified by the generally accepted
uncertainties associated with the interpretation of geoscience and engineering data and do not
reflect the totality of circumstances, scenarios and information that could potentially affect
decisions made by the report’s recipients and/or actual results. Baker RDS disclaims any
obligation to update this report or provide any follow-up support except as expressly provided
in a written contract.
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Objectives
On behalf of NAM Assen (NAM), Baker Hughes Reservoir Development Services, a division of
Baker Hughes, proposes to build a three dimensional (3-D) geomechanical model with the
purpose of conducting geomechanical simulations for the Groningen Field, onshore
Netherlands. The main goal of this study is to understand the stress state prior to production
and the stress evolution during the depletion of the Groningen Field. The stress evolution will
be used to evaluate the production strategies and related pressure scenarios with respect to
the potential seismic risk of slip on reservoir faults over the life of the field.
In order to fulfil the objective of this study, the following tasks have been completed:
1. Building a 1-D calibrated geomechanical models from a number of offset wells to
provide a preliminary understanding and constraint of the present day stress field. A
range of offset wells data (thirteen wells) collected during the different stages of field
development will be selected based on their relevance and log coverage. The
methodologies used for the 1-D modeling are fully described was presented in a
separate report (dynamic Geomechanical Modelling to Assess and Minimize the
Risk for Fault Slip during Reservoir Depletion of the Groningen Field – 1D
Geomechanical Model).
2. Building a 3-D geomechanical model for the entire field. The 3-D model is based on the
available data including (but not limited to) the 3-D structural and reservoir models of
the area (i.e., MoRes and Petrel models), 1-D well specific geomechanical data such
as overburden, pore pressure, fracture gradient, lithology data and also historic
geomechanical studies, well test data (i.e. LOT, DST), core testing results and drilling
reports which will be supplied by the Client (as available).
3. Perform 3-D finite element simulations for five (5) number of pressure scenarios and
calculate changes and variations of in situ stress, strains, and displacements over time
(i.e., with changing reservoir pressure) and assess related impact on fault reactivation
(i.e., derive shear and normal stress on selected fault planes and how these change
with depletion).
4. Utilize the results from (3) to simulate a number of field development scenarios in terms
of pore pressure and depletion to assess how the risk of seismicity can be minimized.
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Executive Summary
This report presents the results of a 3-D dynamic geomechanical modelling study. The study
was carried out to fulfil the objectives as specified above. The results of the 3-D finite element
analyses and the impact of stress variation on fault reactivation leading to possible seismicity
can be summarized as follows:


A 3-D Geomechanical model of Groningen was built based on thirteen (13) 1-D
Geomechanical Models and a structure model composed by nine (9) horizons and
twenty-one (21) faults.



The 3-D geomechanical model is validated by comparing the field subsidence with the
response obtained from the numerical analysis using history matched production
models



The analysis indicates that the field production increases the likelihood of seismicity.
The number of faults reaching a critical stress state is expected to increase with
depletion regardless of the considered depletion scenarios.

3-D geomechanical model
 Finite Element simulations of the response to depletion of the Groningen Field were
performed by coupling five different reservoir models (2 history matched, and 3 forecast
scenarios) with a finite element solver. The computed 3-D stress and strain fields were
calibrated by comparing the vertical displacement calculated from the finite element
analysis with the surface measurements of subsidence. The two history matched
models (RM1 and RM2) showed reasonable agreement throughout the field (98.5% of
the points have less than 10 cm of difference).
 The influence of salt creep during depletion was assessed prior to performing the fault
slip analysis. It was shown that these effects were small in comparison to the poroelastic effects characterising the depleted formations (3MPa vs. 20 MPa).
 The reservoir stress paths, indicative of the sensitivity of the horizontal stresses to
variation in pore pressure, were determined based on the first 45 years of production.
Although the stress path parameters could not be calibrated using field measurements,
it is observed that AShmin= ASHmax ~ 0.6 throughout the field based on the Poisson’s ratio
distribution.

Fault slip analysis
 The calibrated 3-D stress and strain field was used to assess the stability of the faults
during the production of the field. The comparison between two different cases of fault
failure properties indicate that the analysis show a better consistency with the recorded
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seismic events when using a cohesion of 7 MPa and a sliding friction angle of 13
(sliding friction coefficient = 0.23).
 The first two reservoir models indicated that several faults (essentially those oriented
NNE-SSW) became critically stressed during productions, indicating that the risk of
fault slip increased. The Loppersum area, where the most intense seismicity has been
recorded, concentrated a large number of critically stressed faults.
 The three other reservoir models (RM3, RM4 and RM5) allowed an evaluation of the
tau ratio on each faults until 2080. The results indicated that few additional faults would
move towards an unstable state for any of the three forecast models. This does not
preclude the possible occurrence of seismic tremors in areas where faults are already
critically stressed for a number of years in the future.
 Based on the geomechanical simulations and the fault slip analysis performed for this
study, there is a likelihood to reactivate slip along existing fault planes. Each of the
three (3) projections of the Groningen Field reservoir model indicates that some faults
could further destabilize between 2016 and 2050.


The present model does not consider a sensitivity analysis of the input parameters
(rock mechanical properties, stress field, pore pressure). In addition, the stress
reorganisation subsequent to a fault slip event (decrease in tangential stress) is not
considered in this study. Therefore, the finite element simulations permit the
determination of the stress applied on a fault before any slip occurs.
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1 Introduction
An understanding of the virgin in situ stress state was obtained in an earlier phase of the project.
Thirteen separate offset wells, located in various locations across the Groningen Field, were
analysed and a set of well centric (1 dimensional) models were obtained. Based on this detailed
knowledge of the stress field, pore pressure and rock mechanical properties, a three dimensional
model will be constructed in order to assess and understand the origin of the seismicity recorded
in the Loppersum area. To evaluate the evolution of the stress state and the associated seismic
risks throughout the life of the Groningen Field, the geomechanical response was determined
by performing numerical simulations (Finite Element analysis) coupled with different histories of
reservoir pressures.

a. Work Flow Overview
The workflow for this project can be divided into four (4) main tasks (see Figure 1):
1. Building a calibrated 1-D geomechanical model from thirteen offset wells to provide
a preliminary understanding and constraint of the present day stress field.
2. Building a 3-D geomechanical model for the entire field. The 3-D model is based
on the available data including (but not limited to) the 3-D structural and reservoir
models of the area (i.e., MoRes and Petrel models), 1-D well specific
geomechanical data such as overburden, pore pressure, fracture gradient, lithology
data and also historic geomechanical studies, well test data (i.e. LOT, DST), core
testing results and drilling reports which will be supplied by the Client (as available).
3. Perform 3-D finite element simulations and calculate changes and variations of insitu stresses, strains, and displacements over time (i.e. with changing pore
pressure).
4. Assess the impact of the stress field response on the fault stability (i.e. derive shear
and normal stress on selected fault planes and how these change with depletion).
The dynamic response of the field is estimated using a one way coupled type of model, meaning
that the pore pressure available from the reservoir model at different time-steps is used to
estimate the geomechanical response, i.e. stress and strain field. However, the variation of
volume of the reservoir caused by the poro-elastic response of the field is not sent back to the
reservoir model with an updated permeability tensor.
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Figure 1. Generic workflow for generating a consistent 3-D dynamic model (not from this study)

1.1 Available Data
The accuracy of every 3-D geomechanical model lies in the availability and detailed generation of 1-D
geomechanical models constructed from best quality available offset well data. Wells typically hold a
multitude of partly high-resolution data sets including wire-line logs, well tests and in many cases rock
strength measurements obtained from core plugs, which are then combined with the drilling experience
for calibration, to build 1-D geomechanical models.
The main results of a 1-D well centric geomechanical model are the three in situ principal stresses
which are typically the vertical stress (S v), the maximum horizontal stress (SHmax) and the minimum
horizontal stress (Shmin) along with their orientations. Furthermore, the pore pressure and the rock
mechanical properties (such as compressive strength (UCS), internal friction (µ), Poisson’s ratio () and
Young’s modulus (E)) are also part of the geomechanical model. Single point data such as these are
used to calibrate the continuous log-derived rock properties along the entire well trajectory as a function
of depth (both MD and TVD).
Applications of 1-D geomechanical models are very diverse and include wellbore stability analysis; the
determination of fracture gradients; planning of drilling mud programmes to avoid wellbore collapse and
also providing the geomechanical framework for 3-D models. These models are constructed using the
key assumption that the vertical stress is also a principle component of the stress tensor. Under certain
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circumstances, such as depleted reservoirs or in the proximity of salt formations, this assumption is no
longer valid and a field scale (three dimensional) assessment of the stress state has to be performed.
The available data for this project are summarized as below:


Thirteen offset wells (Table 1) selected in agreement with NAM with full sets of processed and
interpreted logs (electric, acoustic and wireline logs). The input well data were limited and did
not permit a full validation of the pre-production in-situ stress field. These uncertainties are not
considered for the time dependent modelling of the field response.



Image log data from two wells, KWR-1A and RDW-1, located outside the Groningen area but
next to the limits of the field. The analyses of the wellbore failures identified from the images
provided the orientation of the stresses in the area.



Additionally, formation pressure measurements, LOT data and rock mechanical properties such
as UCS, TWC, Young’s Modulus and Poisson’s ratio were also provided and used to constrain
the geomechanical model.



Various documents such as daily drilling reports (DDR), final well reports (FWR) and previous
analytical reports were collected and reviewed.



Interpreted horizons and polylines defining the geometry of the faults used as input for the
structural modelling.
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2 3-D Geomechanical Model
The input data for the three dimensional geomechanical model of the Groningen Field is based on the
1-D geomechanical models obtained from the following thirteen offset wells:
Borgsweer (BRW-2)

Slochteren (SLO-3)

Eemskanaal (EKL-1)

Uithuizermeeden (UHM-1A)

Hoogezand (HGZ-1)

T Zand (ZND-1)

Kielwindeweer (KWR-1A)

Zuiderpolder (ZPD-1)

Overschild (OVS-1)

Zeerijp (ZRP-1)

Ten Post (POS-1)

Zuidwending (ZWD-1)

Rodewolt (RDW-1)
Figure 2 shows the locations of the wells within the field.

Figure 2. Location of the 13 offset wells (identified with a pink circle) in the Groningen Field, Netherland
(courtesy of NAM)
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2.1 Representative volume of the field
For modelling the time-dependent (dynamic) response caused by the depletion of the reservoir units, it
is necessary to define a representative volume within which the main structural features are properly
incorporated. To remove substantial numerical issues related to the finite size of the model during the
finite element simulations, it is necessary to expand the boundaries of the simulated area away from
the area of attention. Therefore the boundaries of the structural model were extended by a factor four
in all horizontal directions from the original size increasing the original area from around 57km by 67km
to around 210km by 220km (see Figure 3).
For the same reasons, the vertical extension of the simulation volume reaches a depth of ~9,000m,
nearly 5,000 m below the reservoir units.

Figure 3. View of the extension of the model to avoid computation boundary effects
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2.2 Structural Model
The structural modelling consists of building the geological structure of the field in a three dimensional
volume, by importing, editing and interpreting relevant horizons and faults into the model.
The input for the structural model consists of a set of horizons (2-D Point sets) and polylines to define
the fault geometry. Polyline sets can be converted into a fault surfaces (tri-mesh1) using the JewelSuite
software. A large number of faults and horizons were interpreted by NAM. The horizons accounted for
the structural model were selected based on their geomechanical relevance (top/base Salt; Top/base
reservoir) in accordance with NAM’s requirements. The selection of horizons was also built in such a
way that the structural grid is formed of optimally shaped finite element to limit computational errors.
The selection of the faults was based on the location of the recorded seismic events. A total of nine
horizons and twenty-one faults (from a total of 707 faults interpreted from seismic) were selected and
integrated into the model (see Figure 4 and Table 2). Since the 3-D structure does not include all the
known geological features, this model should not be used for any decisions on field wide seismicity.
The size of the structural model was extended outside the limit of the horizons by around 70 km towards
each direction in order to reduce the influence of the boundary effects on the finite element modelling.
This is discussed in more detail below (see paragraph 2.1 Representative volume of the field on page
22).

1

A tri-mesh is a triangulated surface that describes the geometry of a horizon or a fault.
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Figure 4. (Top) Available horizons and faults used for the 3-D dynamic geomechanical modelling.
(Bottom) Selected faults used for the 3-D dynamic modelling at the top Ten Boer formation.
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Selected Horizons

Selected Faults
1. B24

12. Merged
M40/M41

1. Surface (mean sea level)

2. B40

2. North Sea Base

3. B40a

13. M69

3. Chalk

4. B44

14. Merge msF7

4. Triassic

5. B58

15. mFS7_Fault38

5. Zechstein

6. INT_8

16. mFS7_Fault50

6. Basal Zechstein

7. INT_12

17. mFS10_Fault_27

7. Ten Boer

8. INT_14

18. mFS10_Fault_38

8. Slochteren

9. M2

19. mFS11_Fault_14

9. Carboniferous

10. M6

20. mFS14_Fault_19

11. M39

21. MFS15_Fault_22

Table 2. Selected faults and horizons for the 3-D structural model

The 2D point sets of the horizons provided by NAM had a horizontal resolution of 25 meters. Each point
set was first converted into a tri-mesh, i.e triangulated surface, of the same resolution as the 2D point
set. However to avoid generating a 3-D structure with a very high level of detail, which would eventually
lead to very large computational requirement for the finite element simulations, each horizon was
coarsened to limit the size of the model. The resulting resolution of the horizons, i.e. the typical
separation distance between two nodes, is around 700 meters (see Figure 5) with the density of nodes
homogeneously distributed across the field.

Figure 5. Original 2D points set (Orange dots) of the Slochteren horizon and resulting coarsened trimeshed horizon (red triangulated surface)
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During the process of coarsening, particular care is taken to ensure that the tri-meshed surfaces
reproduce the original surface as exactly as possible (see Figure 6). This approach, consisting of
coarsening fine structural details far away from the zone of interest, is essential in order to limit
modelling time. On the outer part of the model where the structure is extrapolated (no seismic
coverage), the model resolution was coarsened to 5 kilometres.
The polylines, defining the geometry of the faults, are converted into tri-meshes with a resolution
comparable to the horizons prior to being incorporated within the structure of the model.
The horizons intersected by faults were cut through within a short distance of the fault and projected
onto the fault in order to obtain a realistic structure. As a result the integration of faults within the model
was done by performing some structural interpretation. This approach also limits the risk of obtaining
intersecting horizons and poorly shaped finite elements in faulted areas.

Figure 6. Detail of a cross section of the interpreted geological structure. The original horizons, obtained
from 2D grids – Purple and orange coloured lines - were coarsened and adapted in order to reduce the
size of the computational domain. The interpreted horizons – Blue and red coloured lines – were
modified such that offsets and throws are observed along the M6 fault instead of strongly steepening the
formation. Fine scale structural features located away from the geomechanical area were smoothened to
diminish the size of the model

2.3 Construction of the 3-D Finite Element mesh
2.3.1 Generation of the mesh based on the structural model
The structure of the geomechanical volume is made entirely “watertight” by connecting all horizons and
faults to each other so that no gap exists within the full volume (Figure 7). The structural modelling also
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involves editing and adapting the geometry of the horizons and faults in various locations to remove
inconsistent structures caused by the coarsening of the horizons, for instance where consecutive
horizons intersect each other.

Figure 7. View of a watertight structural model (Slochteren horizon is grey, intersecting faults in blue).

Once this step is realised, a 3-D Finite Element mesh is constructed using ABAQUS/CAE, the preprocessor of the finite element software ABAQUS™ (see Figure 8). A total of 351,812 elements (2nd
order tetrahedrons containing 10 nodes) were necessary to honour the interpreted structure of the
Groningen Field (see Table 3 for a detailed count of elements per layer). The size and the number of
finite elements are constrained by the size of the tri-meshes, the number of horizons and faults. The
mesh resolution was designed to achieve an optimal resolution to perform the numerical simulations
while following precisely the geometry imposed by the tri-meshes.
All faults are explicitly integrated in the structural model; therefore their geometries constrain the
construction of the FE mesh by generating a discontinuity at these locations. For the present simulation
slipping surfaces were not considered for the model. This assumption is reasonable since the study
consists of assessing the risks of stability of the faults, therefore all faults included in the model should
be in a stable state during the entire production period. During the post simulation analysis, the stability
of the faults will be assessed by calculating the shear to normal stress ratio on the fault plane. The
stress reorganization caused by fault slippage is not considered in the present study.
The boundary conditions applied to the nodes located on the side edges of the computational volume
restrict their displacement along the vertical directions. The nodes located at the base of the model are
not allowed any displacement in the horizontal or vertical direction. Finally, all the remaining nodes in
the model are allowed to move freely in all directions.
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Figure 8. Top) Overview of the 3-D meshed structure used for the finite element modelling. Bottom)
Overview from the Ten Boer layer used for the finite element modelling before (left) and after (right)
discretization and lateral extension.

Layer Name

Number of elements

Overburden

20,327

North Sea base

42.320

Chalk

35,134

Triassic

37,797

Zechstein

45,708

Basal Zechstein

36,976

Ten Boer

36,999

Slochteren

37,988

Carboniferous

58,563

Table 3. Number of elements per layer utilised to mesh the Groningen Field

2.3.2 Material properties
The “water tight” structural model allows the assignment of different material properties to every
formation in the model. All layers have poro-elastic properties except the Zechstein salt layer for which
visco-elastic properties are allocated and the Carboniferous layers which behaves elastically (i.e this
formation will not endure any pore pressure variation (see Figure 9)).
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Figure 9. New FE-Mesh using poro-elastic elements (in blue) in the Ten Boer formation, the Slochteren
formation and the shallow layers and visco-elastic elements (in grey) in the salt layer and the base
carboniferous layer.

Carboniferous layer
Using C3D10M elements in the Carboniferous layers permits removal of one degree of freedom at each
calculation point, and allows consideration of sharp pore pressure variations below the reservoir.
The decision to use those elements for mapping material properties in the Carboniferous layer was
based on the calibration of subsidence with in-situ measurements. Appendix 1 displacement element
in the Carboniferous layers below the reservoir” describes the reason for this approach.
Salt creep behaviour in the Zechstein Layers
The choice between an elastic-power-law creep material model and an elastic-only material model for
salt layers is based on the trade-off between calculation time and increased model accuracy.
The calculation time significantly increases if the salt creep is calculated during the analyses. Since the
key objective of the analyses is to use the results to rank the different scenarios relative to the risk of
fault slip, accuracy is certainly an important factor. The authors agree that calculation time should never
be the only factor in the choice of the approach, but if the accuracy does not significantly increase by
introducing creep then it may not warrant the additional calculation time required. A complete discussion
on the influence of salt creep during the field production is available in section 3.2.1 (page 48).

2.4 Property Modelling and Mapping
The following step consists of allocating properties to each node forming the finite element mesh in
order to finalize the input for the ABAQUS™ simulations.

2.4.1 Rock properties
The rock mechanical properties required for the finite element modelling, i.e., Density, Young’s modulus
and Poisson ratio, are calculated from the 1-D geomechanical models using calibrated log based
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relationships (see paragraph 2.3.2. Log-Based Mechanical Properties in the 1-D Geomechanical
Model – Final Report2). Because the difference between the vertical resolution of the wireline log data
used to obtain well centric rock mechanical properties and the resolution of the finite element mesh,
material properties need to be carefully upscaled in order to assign the nodal properties to the FE mesh.
The geomechanical properties required for the finite element simulations, i.e. Young’s modulus,
Poisson’s ratio and material density were upscaled at each well location to a vertical resolution
comparable to the FE mesh. Based on these considerations, the rock mechanical properties are
averaged arithmetically to an upscaled log resolution varying between 150 m in the coarsely meshed
over- and under-burden and 20 m in the more finely discretized reservoir layers. The arithmetic
averaging is found to provide the most consistent responses for the numerical modelling (internal
investigation). More detail on the log upscaling is provided in the Appendix 3 Upscaling data. The
result of the upscaling process for the density log can be seen in Figure 10.

2

Dynamic Geomechanical Modelling to Assess and Minimize the Risk for Fault Slip during Reservoir

Depletion of the Groningen Field – 1-D Geomechanical Model – Final Report, NAM0001 – January
2014
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Figure 10. Comparison between the original properties (composite density log) and the resulting
upscaled density log for the well BRW-2

After upscaling the rock mechanical properties, the rock densities, Young’s modulus and Poisson ratios
are mapped onto a Jewel grid 3. The jewel grid is a grid that comprises all the structural detail of the
model, including all the relevant faults and horizons. We use this intermediate structure to interpolate
the well based properties to the field wide structure prior to mapping it onto the finite element mesh.
Because the relatively small number of offset wells available in the Groningen Field area, the population

3

A Jewel grid is a particular 3-D grid using grid cells that can share I and J coordinates to produce the

most uniform grid structure available, including your complex geological features.
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of the well properties onto the 3-D volume is based on an inverse distance weighting4 (IDW) algorithm
(see Figure 10). Several other geo-statistical methods are available for populating properties through
the area. However, in addition to its simplicity, the IDW algorithm provides a reasonable distribution of
properties considering the well distribution over the field. The Jewel Grid is then used to allocate the
nodal properties of the finite elements using mapping algorithms available from JewelSuite.

Figure 11. Distribution of the density populated onto the mesh for the Slochteren Formation. The density
mapping was performed by interpolation of well log data using an inverse distance weighting algorithm.

Young’s modulus
The mapping of the Young’s modulus parameter in the 3-D Model can be described as follow:


In the overburden and the under-burden, the Young’s modulus from the 1-D geomechanical
model was mapped in the 3-D model using a similar approach described previously for the
other rock parameters, namely, an interpolation algorithm based on inverse distance weighting.



In the far field zone (i.e. outside the zone of interest representing the entire Groningen Field),
the Young’s modulus is also mapped from the 1D geomechanical model. In the reservoir, an
empirical formula from the porosity data mapped onto the reservoir grid was used to assign to
every element a porosity value correlated with the Young’s modulus (see Figure 12). The

4

The Inverse Distance Weighting is a type of deterministic method for multivariate interpolation with a

known scattered set of points. A parameter p called the power parameter defines the influence to values
closest to the interpolated point.
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formula has been estimated using the relationship derived from laboratory tests of Young’s
modulus and porosity carried out in the wells Eemskanaal-12 and Zuiderpolder-12.
Figure 13 shows a view of the resulting Young’s modulus on the Zeichstein Formation.

Figure 12. Porosity-Young’s modulus relationship based on data from the NAM internal report
“Groningen Fault Stability Analysis” (Van Den Bogert et al., 2013)

GPa

GPa

150

150

100

100

50

50

0

0

Figure 13. Distribution of the Young’s Modulus on the finite element mesh for the Ten Boer formation
(left) and the Slochteren formation (right). The Young’s modulus in the Slochteren reservoir is
significantly lower (Eslochteren ~ 10 GPa) compared with the overlying non reservoir units (Eslochteren ~ 40 –
90 GPa). While the Young’s modulus was obtained from porosity values mapped in the reservoir grid, the
Young’s modulus was obtained from interpolated log data on the side of the structure.

Poisson’s Ratio
The Poisson’s ratio is upscaled for each well from the 1-D Poisson’s ratio log to the vertical resolution
of the structural grid. Similarly to the Young’s modulus, the Poisson’s ratio is based on the upscaled log
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derived responses and mapped within the entire 3-D volume using an Inverse Distance Weighting (IDW)
mapping algorithm.

Figure 14. Distribution of the Poisson’s ratio at the top of the Ten Boer formation (left) and the Slochteren
formation (right). The colour bar varies between 0.20 (red) to 0.30 (blue).

Viscous properties of the Zechstein salt:
One aspect of the study consists of determining the 3-D stress field at a pre-production stage. Because
the reservoir unit is topped by a large salt layer (Zechstein and basal Zechstein), it is important that the
finite element simulations capture the changes in stress magnitude and orientation caused by the
viscous relation, i.e. creep, of the salt. The general formula that describes the creep properties of the
salt were based on a study performed by Breunesse et al. (2003). The total creep strain can be divided
into two terms, a dislocation creep strain (negligible for this study) and a pressure solution creep can
be expressed as follows:

𝜀̇𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 𝜀̇𝑑𝑐 + 𝜀̇𝑝𝑠 ≈ 𝐵.
Where: 𝜀̇𝑡𝑜𝑡

𝑄
𝜎 −( 𝑄 )
−( )
𝑅𝑇 = 𝐴2 . 𝜎. 𝑒 𝑅𝑇
𝑒
𝑇. 𝑑 3

Total creep strain

𝜀̇𝑑𝑐

Dislocation creep strain (neglected in the calculation)

𝜀̇𝑝𝑠

Pressure solution strain

σ

Differential stress (σ1-σ3)

𝐴2 = 14.6 E-3 MPa-1.day-1
𝑄
𝑅𝑇

= 8.13

Using the above equation, the viscosity of the Zechstein salt is 2.1016 Pa.s, which was considered
uniform for the finite element model. Note that the viscous relaxation is considered only in the salt and
considered negligible for other lithologies.
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2.4.2 Pore Pressure
Overburden Pore pressure
Pore pressure in the overburden, the under-burden and the formations surrounding the reservoir was
mapped based on the 1-D pore pressure analysis performed during the 1-D geomechanics phase.
Similarly to the rock mechanical properties, the pore pressure was upscaled vertically for each well from
a vertical resolution of around 700m in the shallowest section down to around 10m in the reservoir
layers (Figure 15) and then populated onto the structural grid using IDW (Inverse Distance Weighting)
algorithm to interpolate the property to the entire field. The structural grid, also known as Jewel Grid,
was used as an intermediate grid for mapping the pore pressure to each node of the finite element
mesh.
Reservoir model
For the reservoir formations, five reservoir scenarios were provided by NAM covering a period from
1964 to 2080. The reservoir model provides at each simulation time step a value for the reservoir
pressure in the entire Groningen Field (see Figure 17 and Figure 18). For the dynamic modelling of
the reservoir depletion, a total of ten (10) time steps were used in the simulations to cover the entire
time range from 1964 to 2080. The following reservoir simulation models were utilized within the scope
of this study and identified as such:
1. BestMatch_v31_Prod2011_S0F1EN6_TBKH_SubCorrection_SodM

 RM1

2. BestMatch_v31_Prod2013_SubCorrection_SodM_Rescue

 RM2

3. Basedeck_OptBaseKHM1_Jan2014_Rev_G1_SL_KHM__GFR2012_G1_Prod2013  RM3
4. Basedeck_OptBaseKHM1_Jan2014_Rev_G1_SQ_KHM__GFR2012_G1_Prod2013  RM4
5. Basedeck_OptBaseKHM1_Jan2014_Rev_G1_WP2013__GFR2012_G1_Prod2013  RM5

The reservoir models provided by NAM each contained a total number of 43 horizontal (k) layers
covering the entire reservoir thickness. By comparing the structural tops incorporated in the structural
model (top Ten Boer, top Slochteren and top Carboniferous) with the reservoir model provided it was
determined that the k layers 1 to 3 are within the Ten Boer and layers 4 to 43 are for the Slochteren
unit. To obtain a meaningful representation of the 43 sub-layers of the reservoir model within the two
main formations that it covers, it is necessary to upscale the reservoir grid to a resolution similar to the
finite element mesh (the vertical resolution of the mesh is one quadratic finite element per reservoir
layer). The upscaling procedure that was undertaken is represented schematically in Figure 16. The
idea consists of calculating for each stack of the reservoir between two layers the average pore pressure
weighted by the volume of each cell. Using this approach it is possible to accurately allocate pore
pressure conditions for the reservoir.
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Figure 15. Comparison between the original properties (pore pressure in the figure) in the left and the
results of the upscaling in the right for the well BRW-2. The higher pore pressure trend below 3000
meters TVDSS corresponds to the reservoir section.

Figure 16. Schematic of method used to map the reservoir pressure into the FE-Mesh
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Figure 17. Example of the reservoir pore pressure history and forecast at the top of the Ten Boer
reservoir for the years 1964, 2026 and 2080 after upscaling (snapshots from RM3). The blue-green
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patches visible correspond to shaley rock types with low permeability that are not undergoing any
depletion.

Figure 18. Example of the reservoir pore pressure history and forecast at the top of the Slochteren
reservoir for the years 1964, 2026 and 2080 after upscaling (snapshots from RM3). The red areas on the
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side of the reservoir are indicating cells with no pore pressures. For the simulations, the pore pressure
allocated to these cells is obtained from interpolated pressures from the 1D model interpretation.
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3 3-D Dynamic Geomechanical Modelling
3.1 Set up of the dynamic model
3.1.1 Initial in-situ stress state from the offset well analysis
The final step for setting up the initial finite element model consists of finding the correct starting in-situ
stress state which matches the stress magnitudes and directions found in the 1-D model.
The combination of the material properties, the pore pressure and the initial stress state may not be in
equilibrium when the finite element model is first run. The initial run would result in deformations as the
finite element model always seeks an equilibrium state. These deformations must be minimal to avoid
large changes in the geometry, and to avoid generation of unrealistic (near surface) stresses. To
overcome this issue, a two tier approach was used, which is a modification of the method described by
Ellis (2006).


In the first tier, we applied a rough initial stress and pore pressure field to the FE model. This model
was run for a geostatic step which only calculates the elastic equilibrium. During this single step,
gravity is applied instantaneously to the whole model and the vertical stress is calculated. For every
finite element in the FE model, the full stress tensor is calculated using the vertical stress combined
with the knowledge of the horizontal stress orientation, AZI SHmax and the effective stress ratios for
Shmin and SHmax. These stresses are used as the initial stress condition for the second tier.



In the second tier, the original boundary conditions and the un-deformed mesh shape are used
together with the initial stresses calculated in the first tier. The calculation of the stress perturbations
is done in two steps:
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In the second step, the differential stresses in the salt body cause salt creep which, in turn, reduces
these differential stresses. This step is chosen over a long enough period (over 10,000 years in this
particular case) to reduce the differential stresses within the salt structure to a level approximately equal
to the magnitude of measured/expected values (2-3 MPa, Diggs & Urai, 1997) (see Figure 19). Figure
20 shows the Von Mises stress5 in the salt layer is very low at the end of the creep period. During the
creep step, the model stays in elastic equilibrium. Outside of the influence of the salt layer, the maximum
horizontal stress (SHmax) should be similar to the values used to calculate and calibrate the initial stress
state and have the same stress direction as described in the 1-D geomechanical models. The stress
direction at the level of the reservoir equals the expected stress direction.

Figure 19. Decrease of the Von Mises stress during the relaxation of the salt through pressure solution
creep. At the end of the salt creep modelling, which correspond to the date prior to the beginning of the
field production, the salt exhibits very small differential stress (less than 10 kPa to compare with an
overburden pressure close to 60 MPa in the Slochteren. Subsequently the stress state in the Zechstein

5

Differential stresses can be defined by the Von Mises stress formula as per:
𝑆𝑀𝑖𝑠𝑒𝑠 = √(𝑆1 − 𝑆2 )2 + (𝑆1 − 𝑆3 )2 + (𝑆2 − 𝑆3 )2

With
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formation, immediately above the reservoir unit is nearly isotropic. Note that the salt creep is largely
influenced by the complex structure of the salt body.

Figure 20. Display of Von Mises stresses in the Zechstein salt layer after the 2nd tier set up of the initial
in situ stress state. Most of the salt has less than 1 MPa differential stress (dark grey colour), which is in
agreement with sub-grain size piezometer measurements on natural salt samples (Diggs & Urai, 1997).

At the end of this initialization period the model is in equilibrium with the boundary conditions and with
the mechanical properties of the salt layer and the surrounding formations. The initialisation is used to
relax the system to an equilibrium state (using some convergence criterion).
Once the initialisation is achieved, the vertical stress from the finite element model is compared to the
1-D model to validate the numerical response. Following that step, both horizontal stresses are
calculated using the effective ratios applied in the 1-D model. At this stage, the stress state should be
consistent with the calibrated 1-D geomechanical models built for the undepleted field conditions.
Note that the displacements that occur during the initialisation phase are not accounted for. The
deformation values are calculated after completion of this step.

3.1.2 Finite Element Simulations – Simulation Steps
Five (5) different pore pressure scenarios were provided by NAM to be simulated. The two first scenario
models (RM1 and RM2) consisted of two history matched reservoir models which provide reservoir
pressures (43 k layers within the Slochteren and Ten Boer formations between 1964 and 2013). The
following three (3) reservoir models describe three different plausible scenarios of depletion from 1964
to 2080.
The numerical simulation was performed by coupling Abaqus with the reservoir models for the following
years:


History match models (RM1 and RM2): 1964 – 1974 – 1985 – 1990 – 1995 – 2000 – 2006 –
2008 – 2010 – 2013
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Forecast scenarios (RM3, RM4 and RM5). 1964 – 2014 – 2016 – 2018 – 2020 – 2022 – 2026
– 2030 – 2050 – 2080

The following pages show some illustrations (time steps) of the reservoir depletion over time for the
reservoir model 1 (RM1) and the reservoir model 3 (RM3).
Reservoir model 1 (RM1)
The reservoir model RM1 was used for the calibration of the geomechanical response with existing
surface measurements and the validation of the numerical approach undertaken to assess fault stability.
It contains the reservoir pressure evolution for the Groningen Field area and indicates that the pore
pressure within the depleted Ten Boer and Slochteren formation in 2013 decreased from a virgin
pressure state close to 35 MPa to a minimum of 6MPa.
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Figure 21. Evolution of the pore pressure for the reservoir model RM1
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Reservoir model 3 (RM3) – Production forecast

Figure 22. Evolution of the pore pressure for the reservoir model RM3
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3.2 3-D dynamic simulation results
3.2.1 Calibration of the geomechanical response based on the strain
response
An extensive amount of subsidence data was utilised to calibrate and verify the accuracy of the
geomechanical model results. The dataset used consisted of surface elevation measurements for 433
locations across the Groningen Field available between 1964 and 2012. The reservoir models RM1 and
RM2 are both used to assess the subsidence response of the Groningen Field. While both reservoir
models appear to exhibit similar pressure distribution over the produced period, the North West part of
the field of the reservoir model RM2 shows less depletion.
The initial step in the validation process consists of comparing the virgin stress field obtained from the
finite element simulations with the well-based geomechanical model. In Figure 23, the data exported
along the BRW-2 trajectory indicates a match between the vertical stresses (less than one MPa of
difference).. The variations between the 1-D and 3-D horizontal stress magnitudes are essentially
caused by the difference in vertical resolution of the 1-D models and the FE simulations (typically one
quadratic element per layer).
Secondly, the vertical component of the strain response modelled through FE analysis can be compared
to the subsidence measurements performed during the production of the Ten Boer and Slochteren
formations. A good agreement between the response of the numerical model and the field
measurements is essential to validate the numerical model and the subsequent fault stability analysis.
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Figure 23. Comparison between the initial principal stress magnitudes obtained from the 1D model
(dotted lines) and the stress field exported along the trajectory based on the Finite Element calculations
(solid lines). The data are based on the BRW-2 well location.

In Figure 24, the comparison between the surface deformations obtained from the finite element
modelling using the reservoir model RM1 and the field data indicates a reasonable match except for
the most northern part of the field. After discussion with the NAM team, it was highlighted that the
depletion in this part of the field had likely been overestimated in order to obtain a satisfying history
match of the reservoir pressure. In the Central and Southern area of the field, the agreement between
the calculated and measured subsidence is good; most of the surface data showing less than 5 cm of
difference. A map of the subsidence predicted by the finite element analysis coupled with the reservoir
model RM1 is available in Figure 26: it shows that the simulations indicate a maximum subsidence at
the surface of the Groningen Field ranging between 35 and 40 cm in 2012.
In comparison, the geomechanical response based on the reservoir model RM2 (Figure 25), where the
North-West area of the field is less depleted, appears to match more accurately in the North part of the
field while maintaining good agreement in other part of the field. The computed subsidence using finite
element modelling matches the recorded subsidence data with less than 10cm difference in most of the
cases (for 98.5% of the subsidence data points). Similarly to the RM1 simulation model, the maximum
subsidence calculated using the RM2 model is between 35 and 40 cm near the centre of the model in
2012.
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Figure 24. Difference between the subsidence measured in the Groningen Field location vs. the
calculated subsidence based on the 2012 reservoir model RM1. The mismatch reaches a value of about
20 cm in the North West part of the field which is essentially due to the original reservoir model used to
estimate the geomechanical response.

Figure 25. Difference between the subsidence measured in the Groningen Field location vs. the
calculated subsidence based on the 2012 reservoir model RM2 in 2012. 98.5% of the modelled
subsidence points have less than 10 cm difference with the measured data.
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Figure 26. Contour map of the surface subsidence estimate in 2012 using the finite element analysis
based on: (left) the reservoir model RM1 and (right) RM2. The scale reported on the contour lines is in
meters, therefore the maximum amount of subsidence obtained by both reservoir models is between 35
and 40 cm.

Influence of Salt Creep during production
Comparison between the model with a creeping salt through the depletion stage and the model with an
elastic salt layer in the depletion stage shows that the effect of the creeping salt on the stress in the
most critical part of the fault is minimal. Appendix 2 Assessment of the Effect of Salt Creep on the
3-D geomechanical model describes the additional analyses performed on this subject. These
analyses concluded that the creeping behaviour of the salt is used to determine the in-situ stress state
before the production of the field. During the production simulations, no creep behaviour is used in the
calculations because the effects were assessed to be minimal and, at the same time, were increasing
significantly the calculation time.
The calibration results discussed above did not include the effects of salt creep during the depletion
stage. Because of the depletion encountered in the reservoir formations located just underneath the
salt, higher differential stresses should be expected near in the base of the salt layer. This excess of
differential stress will cause some salt creep during the production phase. To determine the accurate
response of the salt relaxation and its influence on the stress field during the production, the most
rigorous approach consists of coupling the visco-elastic response of the salt with the poro-elastic
response of the reservoir. Unfortunately, modelling this non-linear material response requires significant
computational power beyond the scope of this study.
The impact of salt creep during the production period spanning from 1964 to 2012 is investigated by
comparing the simulation results of a model accounting for salt creep during the production period with
a model without salt creep. The approach consists of first modelling the field under virgin reservoir
conditions and letting the relaxation act within the salt until the differential stress drops below very small
values (< 1 MPa). As discussed in section 3.1.1 Initial in-situ stress state from the offset well
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analysis, this stress condition establishes our initial conditions for all the production scenarios
considered for this study. Depletion is then simulated using two distinct cases:
1. The reservoir pressure decrease during the 1964-2012 period without considering the effects
of the Zechstein salt relaxation.
2. The reservoir pressure decrease from 1964 to 2012 similarly to the previous case. Following
the production period, the Zechstein and basal Zechstein salts are allowed to relax viscously
during a 48 years time-span following reservoir production.
Because of the modelling limitations, the Zechstein salt relaxation is not performed simultaneously with
the reservoir depletion, but successively. Using this approach tends to over-estimate the amount of
differential stress observed at the base of the Zechstein, which in return could provide an excessive
amount of creep during the production.

Figure 27. a) Localisation of the cross-section where the salt creep effects are investigated. b) Cross
section view of the viscous layer (yellow) and the poro-elastic formations (red). The stress response
during the visco-elastic response occurring subsequent to the first 48 years of reservoir production is
investigated at two locations; Element 6930, located in the depleted reservoir along large offset faults so
that the element is adjacent to the salt. Element 189,596 is located in the Slochteren reservoir, at some
distance to faults. Figures c) and d) show the stress response of the three principal stress components
during the viscous response.
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The two simulation cases were compared in order to estimate the influence of production induced salt
creep. Figure 27 and Figure 28 show that the viscous response is not distributed homogeneously
throughout the field. The viscous response is maximal when the viscous material is located close to a
produced unit, a condition encountered near large offset faults. In addition, the stress and strain
response is also significant (variation of Shmin larger than 3 MPa) in areas with large structural variations
or near the limit of the reservoir, where a virgin formation is adjacent to a depleted, therefore altered,
stress field (Figure 28). Although the differential stress within the Zechstein is minimal for the preproduction in-situ conditions, the stress field disturbance caused by the production of the underlying
Ten Boer reservoir will cause some time dependent response within the Zechstein.

Figure 28. left) pore pressure distribution in the Slochteren reservoir in 2012 based on the RM1 model.
Middle) difference between the stress response (Shmin) in 2012 with and without salt relaxation. Right)
vertical displacement comparison. The faults incorporated in the model are marked in black colour.

During the 48 years of production, we observe that the viscous response of the salt can account for up
to 5 additional centimetres of vertical displacement compared to a purely elastic model in the Ten Boer
and Slochteren formations. At surface the influence of the salt creep on the calculated subsidence is
attenuated by the overlying formations. When located away from faults with large vertical offset, the
impact of the viscous relaxation is moderate, with the horizontal stress magnitudes varying by less than
3 MPa (Figure 27 and Figure 28). For instance, the stress response observed at BRW-2 location
indicates that the salt creep would cause an increase of the principal stress magnitudes lower than 1
MPa (Figure 29) compared to absolute stress magnitude in the range of 40 MPa (S hmin) to 65 MPa (Sv).
For the case of large offset faults, where the salt is next to the depleting reservoir, larger amount of
viscous relaxation takes place due to the larger stress differential imposed to the structure. This results
in some stress rebalancing near the limit of the reservoir and some of the faults (Figure 28). The
horizontal stress magnitudes change by about 3 MPa due to the salt creep caused by the field
production and the subsidence locally varies by up to 5 cm compared to a case where viscous effects
are neglected.
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Figure 29. Comparison of the stress response between the model without salt creep during production
(case 1) and one with salt creep during production (case 2)

As discussed later in this report (section 3.3), the poro-elastic response of the reservoir impacts the
horizontal stress magnitude by nearly 20 MPa over the life of the field. While the time dependent effects
alter the stress field, particularly close to faults, these effects are nearly an order of magnitude lower
than the depletion induced changes. Because of the additional computational cost of including the salt
creep during the production phase is high, and its impact on the stress magnitude is limited in
comparison to the poro-elastic response induced by the field depletion, the following results do not
consider this parameter unless explicitly stated.

3.2.2 Results of the stress response of the Groningen Field
After careful calibration of the stress and strain response, a number of reservoir models were coupled
to the finite element simulator (one way coupling) in order to verify and predict the field response for
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several production scenarios. Figure 31 and Figure 32 illustrate the stress evolution from 2014 to 2080
for the reservoir model 3 (RM3) as an example of the output provided by the simulations.

Figure 30. Position of the cross-section plan used for the two following figures on the Groningen Field
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Figure 31. Cross Evolution of the minimum principal stress from 2014 to 2080 for the Reservoir Model 3
(RM3)
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Figure 32. Cross Evolution of the medium principal stress from 2012 to 2080 for the Reservoir Model 3
(RM3)

3.3 Evolution of the principal stress magnitudes with depletion (stress
paths)
One of the objectives covered by this project consists of understanding the evolution of the horizontal
total stress magnitudes (Shmin and SHmax) during the production of the Groningen Field. That is, to
constrain the so called stress path which reflects the changes of all principal in situ stresses; in particular
the least principal stress, Shmin, during field life (i.e. during production and injection). Using the available
minifrac and step rate tests, we attempt to establish the stress path parameter for the reservoirs. The
stress path parameter is defined as follows for Shmin (similar definition applies to SHmax):
𝐴𝑆ℎ𝑚𝑖𝑛 =

∆𝑆ℎ𝑚𝑖𝑛

(16)

∆𝑃𝑝

Where

𝐴𝑆ℎ𝑚𝑖𝑛

Stress path parameter for Shmin

∆𝑃𝑝

Pore pressure depletion

∆𝑆ℎ𝑚𝑖𝑛

Shmin change due to the depletion

The determination of the stress path parameter for the least principal stress (AShmin) would usually
require minifrac or extended leak-off tests performed at various intervals during the field production to
be validated. However, no assessment of the minimum horizontal stress was available in the depleted
reservoir that could be used to calibrate the dynamic response of the reservoir.
In the absence of numerical models, the stress path parameters are often calculated analytically based
on hypothesis regarding the geometry of the reservoir (bilateral constraints) and its mechanical
properties (Biot Coefficient and Poisson’s ratio), in which case the variation of horizontal stress
magnitudes, Sh is expressed as follow:
∆𝑆ℎ𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 𝛼

(1−2𝜈)
(1−𝜈)

𝑃𝑝

(17)

Where  is the Biot coefficient and ν is the Poisson’s ratio.
The Equation 17 provides reasonable estimates of the stress path in the environment where the
aforementioned assumptions are justified. In faulted or compartmentalized structures, where the
reservoir thickness is not negligible and not uniform compared to the lateral extensions of the formation,
this approach has limitation. The best alternatives consist of calibrating the response with field
observations, if available, or undertaking numerical simulation to account for the structural effects.
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Figure 33. Top view from the Slochteren of the Shmin stress path parameter in the Groningen Field
(Reservoir model scenarios 3). The stress path parameter shows little variation across the field, with a
typical value close to 0.6.

Figure 34. Top view from the Slochteren of the Shmin stress path parameter in the Groningen Field
(Reservoir model scenarios 3). The stress path parameter shows little variation across the field, with a
typical value close to 0.6, very similar to the minimum horizontal stress.
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An intrinsic advantage of finite element simulations is that the variations of the stress field, caused by
reservoir production, are calculated regardless of the complexity of the structural geology. As a
consequence, the variations of the horizontal stress magnitudes are primarily constrained by the
amount of depletion, the rock mechanical properties (Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio) and the
geometry/structure of the depleted unit. The reservoir stress paths for the principal horizontal stresses
can therefore be estimated directly from the resulting numerical simulations, rather than assuming a
value (typically AShmin= ASHmax = 2/3 for poroelastic behaviour) as is commonly done with a well centric
approach. Another important note is that the stress path parameter is not necessarily constant
everywhere the field (formation thickness and rock properties vary across the field, discontinuities near
faults) and is in principle different for both horizontal stresses.
Figure 33 and Figure 34 show maps of the stress path parameters for Shmin and SHmax respectively for
the Groningen Field (Reservoir model 3). Note that only values within the reservoir are represented, as
the reservoir is the only location where depletion occurred. In other bounding formations, the stress
response is essentially limited to arching effects and visco-elastic relaxation (Zechstein salts).

Figure 35. Export of the Stress Path Parameters of both Shmin (yellow) and SHmax (red) for the
timesteps 2014 and 2080 (Reservoir Model 3) in well ELK-1 (left) and ZRP-1 (right)

Figure 35 illustrates that the Shmin stress path for the reservoir layers is AShmin~ 0.6 and does not exhibit
major variations throughout the field. Similarly, the stress path for S Hmax (ASHmax) is similar to AShmin ~
0.6. To validate the stress path parameters, it is possible to back calculate the theoretical Poisson’s
ratio needed to obtain a stress path of 0.6 using the relationship presented in Equation 17. Combined
with this equation, a Poisson’s ratio of approximately 0.28 would be expected for a stress path
parameter of 0.6, which in consistent with the Poisson’s ratio values mapped onto the simulation mesh
(Figure 14). It is expected that variations in Poisson’s ratio will affect the horizontal stress response
from the finite element calculations. For instance, smaller Poisson’s ratio, such as 0.18 close to values
obtained from laboratory samples collected in the Slochteren would lead to larger stress path values
around 0.80.
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However the depletion of the reservoir units has no significant effects on the magnitude of the vertical
stress, Sv (see Figure 36). The stress path for Sv is ASv close to 0.0, indicating that arching effects is
not significant. As illustrated in Figure 36, the magnitude of the vertical stress remains practically
unchanged above the reservoir units (stress arching is minimal), meaning that most of the changes in
reservoir conditions are balanced by an adjustment of the horizontal stress components.
Stress path parameters were similarly interpreted for the other reservoir models and were similar to the
values discussed above.

Figure 36. Export of the stress differences between the 2014 and the initial time-steps (black) and
between the 2080 and the initial time-steps (grey) for the vertical stress and the minimum horizontal
stress.
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4 Fault stability analysis
The numerical simulations are used to capture the stress and strain fields throughout the depletion
history of the entire field, for both reservoir and non-reservoir formations. The approach assumes that
geological discontinuities are static, i.e. no displacement is permitted along fault planes. Therefore it
considers only the static effective stress condition on the fault planes.
Since poro-elasticity and visco-elasticity are acting during the field production, the principal stress
magnitudes are constantly evolving. This stress response implies that the mechanical stimulation
applied on a fault surface varies with time. Within this context it is possible to assess the potential risk
of slip for each fault patch during reservoir production. To perform this action, the concept of critically
stressed faults was applied. The approach is based on the hypothesis that a fault patch can sustain an
amount of shear stress that is proportional to the normal stress applied on this surface (Mohr-Coulomb
theory) while the material surrounding the faults remains intact.
If the ratio of shear to effective normal stress exceeds the frictional strength of the fault, the fault is
considered to be critically stressed. Due to the evolution of the pore pressure throughout time and the
related change in horizontal stresses, some fault patchs can become critically stressed or, on the
conversely, reach a more stable configuration. When in a critical state, a fault has a larger likelihood for
slip, which can cause induced seismicity and potential fault leakage.

4.1 Principles
Since the numerical simulation provides an arbitrarily oriented stress tensor, it is possible to project
each principal component onto any surface and to extract a normal and tangential component of the
tensor along an oriented fault. Each node describing the surface of the fault is therefore characterised
by a normal and tangential stress, a pore pressure as well as the mechanical characteristics of the fault
(sliding friction and cohesion). For every fault plane orientation, where geometry is defined by a trimeshed area constructed from the polylines sets, the fault stability can be characterised using the MohrCoulomb representation (Figure 37).
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Figure 37. a) Figure showing the stress conditions on a patch of a fault in a normal 2-D coordinate
system. b) Mohr diagram corresponding to the fault presented in a). (The grey zone shows the range of
fault orientation that would be critically stressed under the presented state of stresses)

The increased seismic activity occurring during the last decades in the Loppersum area is used as a
baseline to constrain the frictional properties of the faults. Initially, the cohesion was set to 0 while the
friction coefficient was set to 0.6 for this analysis. The initial decision to set the friction coefficient at 0.6
(Byerlee’s law) was driven by the study performed by Zoback and Townend (2001) which states that in
situ stress measurements in relatively deep wells in crystalline rock indicate that stress magnitudes
seem to be controlled by the frictional strength of faults with coefficients of friction between 0.6 and 1.0
(Figure 38). The case of cohesionless fault with a coefficient of sliding friction of 0.6 is identified as
case 1.
The properties that describe the slip behaviour of fault planes can however not be easily constrained.
Van den Bogert et al (2013) presented an alternative set of parameters based on the assumption that
fault properties should be weaker than the surrounding formation. In other words a fault has a lower
capacity to support shear stress compared to an intact host rock. This case is identified as case 2.
Therefore, two sets of faults failure properties are compared in this study:
1. Case 1: Co = 0 MPa and s = 0.6 (30.6 degrees)
2. Case 2: Co = 7 MPa and s = 0.23 (13 degrees)
Both fault stability analysis cases are presented and discussed in section 4.2.1 Comparison between
the fault properties cases.

Figure 38. In situ stress measurements in relatively deep wells in crystalline rock (Zoback and Townend
(2001))
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4.1.1 Tau ratio
Tau ratio is a relative property related to the shear stresses acting on a fault plan and provides a
measure of the fault slip potential. To calculate Tau ratio (𝜏𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 ), the observed shear stress,

𝜏, is

divided by the critical shear stress 𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥 :

𝜏𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =

𝜏
𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥

The values 𝜏𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 can be interpreted as follows:


If 𝜏𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜

< 1, the fault is considered stable.



If 𝜏𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜

≥ 1, the fault is critically stressed.

Figure 39. Tau ratio describes the fault slip potential by taking the ratio between the observed or
calculated shear stress 𝝉 and the critical shear stress 𝝉𝒎𝒂𝒙 .

The angle between the maximum principal stress direction and the fault, represented by the angle θ in
Figure 39, controls fault slip. Only the optimal range of values of θ where Tau ratio is equal or greater
to 1 will allow fault slip (grey zones in Figure 39). Fractures in this range are critically stressed. For
values of the angle θ that are not within this optimal range slip is unlikely since the shear stress will not
exceed the frictional strength of the fault.

4.1.2 Mohr representation of fault stability
The ratio of shear to normal stress varies along the fault planes because of local stress variations (due
to salt creep, faults, depletion, etc…) or changes in fault dip and azimuth. Both normal and tangential
stress can be calculated in different locations of the fault (nodes). Knowing the frictional strength and
the cohesion of the fault it is therefore possible to represent graphically if a fault, or at least the most
critically stressed area of a fault, is evolving towards an unstable or stable state. As seen on Figure 40,
the Mohr representation is an ideal way of representing this evolution. In this figure position 1 represents
the initial stress state of a critically stressed fracture, point 2 the fracture becomes stable as a result of
depletion, and in position 3, re-injection has again changed the proximity of fracture to frictional failure.
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Figure 40. Mohr representation of the normal and tangential stress applied on a fault patch caused by the
variations in reservoir pressures (not from the analysis)

4.2 Results
The results of the fault stability analysis performed for the different reservoir models are presented
below. In order to visualize the field wide risk of fault reactivation in connection to the seismicity recorded
in the Loppersum area, the faults were allocated colour codes bracket by values of Tau ratio observed
on a given fault.
The colour mapping rule adopted in this report (Figure 43 and following) is defined as follow:
-

Red colour: the tau ratio exceeds the critical value of 1 anywhere along the fault surface

-

Orange colour: the maximum value of the tau ratio calculated on the fault surface is between
0.9 and 1, i.e. the fault is close to its critical limit.

-

Green colour: the maximum value of the tau ratio calculated one the fault surface is lower than
0.9, therefore the fault is expected to support further stress variation before reaching a critical
state.
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Figure 41. a) Tau ratio on the M_2 fault in 1964. b) Tau ratio in 2012 following 48 years of production
without consideration of the viscous relaxation. c) Tau ratio in 2012 after 48 years of production and
associated creep effects. d) The plots illustrate the variation of the shear to normal stress on the node
244 (indicated by a red star in a) b) and c)). The red symbol is utilized for the case inclusive of the salt
creep effects during the production. The analysis shows that under the expected sliding friction and
cohesion, the M_2 fault initially stable, moves towards an unstable state with increasing depletion. The
critical state for this node is reached during the first 48 years of production using the reservoir model
RM2.

It is important to mention that the colour mapping convention applied for the result visualization is based
on the maximum value of the tau ratio calculated on a fault surface. Since the tau ratio is a function of
the fault geometry (dip and strike) and the pressure applied on the fault, the value of the tau ratio
changes along the fault surface (Figure 41). Therefore, it is possible for most of the fault surface to be
in a stable configuration despite being identified to be at or near a critical state.
As discussed in the section Influence of Salt Creep during production, some viscous relaxation
occurs during production, especially close to large offset faults. Figure 41 illustrates that the magnitude
of the stress change induced by the time-dependent visco-elastic effects is significantly smaller than
the variation in pore pressure during this time period. The impact of the salt creep tends to demobilize
faults since it reduces both the effective normal stress and the shear stress resolved on the faults. As
a result, the overall effect of viscous relaxation is minimal and is not considered in the remaining
discussion.
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4.2.1 Comparison between the fault properties cases
The fault slip analysis was performed using two separate sets of failure properties for the faults. For
case 1, we assumed zero cohesion and a coefficient of sliding friction of 0.6 and for the case 2 we used
a much lower sliding friction (μ=0.23) and a cohesion of 7 MPa. The fault properties used for the case
two were provided by NAM based on their internal analysis.

Figure 42. Comparison between the stability of the fault M2 - node 244 – (Figure 42) for the case 1 and
case 2 during the production history of the reservoir. The fault properties assumed for case 2 (sliding
friction=0.23; cohesion=7 MPa) to assess the fault stability suggests that the faults become critically
stressed during the production (sometimes between 1990 and 1995), which is not the case when
assuming the case 1 properties.

Figure 42 illustrates the importance of the fault mechanical characteristics for estimating the potential
risk of reactivation. For case 1, the fault M_2 does not evolve towards an unstable state despite the
larger differential stress applied on each fault patch exposed to the reduced reservoir pressure. In fact,
the reservoir production causes an increase in effective normal stress applied to the fault which moves
the Mohr circle to the right, which in in turn tends to stabilize the fault. If the Coulomb failure line is less
steep (i.e., a small coefficient of sliding friction as in case 2), the stability of the fault is Mohr sensitive
to the larger differential stress (Mohr circle becomes larger with depletion) than it is to the variation in
effective stress. Therefore in case 2, the fault M_2 is initially stable but becomes critically stressed
between 1990 and 1995.
A comparison between the failure properties of case 1 (Figure 44 to Figure 48) and those of case 2
(Figure 49 to Error! Reference source not found.) indicates that several faults located near recorded
seismicity are in a critical state when using the case 1 properties but stable using case 2 properties. In
addition, the superposition of the critically stressed faults and the location of the recorded seismicity
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between 1991 and 2010 (Figure 53) shows a good agreement when using the case 2 parameters.
Consequently it was concluded that the fault properties used for case 2 describes more accurately the
fault activity linked to the field production. These parameters are also aligned with NAM internal analysis
of fault stability.

4.2.2 Analysis (Case 2: Co = 7 MPa, s= 13° (μ=0.23))

Figure 43. Location of the principal faults considered for the fault slip analysis. The colours indicates the
stability conditions of the faults at the least stable point of the fault (critically stressed (red), in near
critical condition (orange) or stable (green) in 1964 considering the fault stability parameters of case 2)

The fault slip analysis was performed for several time-steps using the five reservoir models. For this
assessment, the faults were given the mechanical properties discussed in the case 2 of section 4.2.1.
For each time step of each reservoir models, the stability of the faults was described using the risk
coding defined in section 4.2. A discussion of the results is available in section 4.2.4 (page 74).
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Discussion
Reservoir model 1

Figure 44. Comparison between the fault stability prior to field production and as of 2013.

Reservoir model 2

Figure 45. Representative time-steps presenting the reactivation risk of the different modelled faults in
the Groningen Field (from 1964 to 2013). Most of the faults striking east west have lower risk of reaching
an unstable state compared to faults striking NNE-SSW.
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Forecast reservoir model 3

Figure 46. Time evolution of the fault stability assessment (forecast model RM3). The black arrows
indicates locations where a fault passes into a less stable state
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Reservoir model 4

Figure 47. Time evolution of the fault stability assessment (forecast model RM4). The black arrows
indicates locations where a fault passes into a less stable state
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Reservoir model 5

Figure 48. Time evolution of the fault stability assessment (forecast model RM5). The black arrows
indicates locations where a fault passes into a less stable state

4.2.3 Analysis (Case 1: Co = 0 MPa, s = 31° (μ=0.6))
This section summarises the fault stability assessment based on the Case 1. As described previously,
this case was first established based on the study performed by Zoback and Townend (2001).
As discussed in a previous section, the results obtained using the fault mechanical parameters of this
case (zero cohesion and sliding friction of 0.6) did not provide a satisfying match of the evolution of the
fault stability through time with obervations. Case 2 was preferred to represent the faults’ activity over
time.
The fault slip analysis was performed for similar time-steps as in section 4.2.2. For each time step of
each reservoir models, the stability of the faults was described using the risk coding explained in section
4.2.
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Reservoir model 2

Figure 49. Representative time-steps presenting the reactivation risk of the different modelled faults in
the Groningen Field (from 1964 to 2013) using case 1’s parameters. The black arrow indicates location
where a fault passes into a less stable state.
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Reservoir model 3

Figure 50. Time evolution of the fault stability assessment (forecast model RM3) using case 1’s
parameters. The black arrows indicate locations where a fault passes into a less stable state.
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Reservoir model 4

Figure 51. Time evolution of the fault stability assessment (forecast model RM4) using case 1’s
parameters. The black arrows indicate locations where a fault passes into a less stable state.
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Reservoir model 5

Figure 52. Time evolution of the fault stability assessment (forecast model RM5) using case 1’s
parameters. The black arrows indicate locations where a fault passes into a less stable state.
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4.2.4 Discussion
The numerical modelling applied for the present study does not take into account fault movement (slip).
Although the models provide the onset of fault slip, the stress redistribution (the drop in tangential
stress) caused by fault motion and its impact on surrounding faults, is therefore not considered.
The finite element simulations provide a description of the 3-D stress field for different times throughout
the history of production of the Groningen Field using a realistic description of the field structural
geology. The stress and strain response was calibrated by comparing the surface subsidence with the
vertical displacement calculated from the simulations. The field depletion causes significant stress
readjustments to occur, which impact the stability of the faults. While depletion induces a reduction of
the total horizontal stresses, the effective stresses applied on each fault sub-patches increases (Figure
55), which causes some faults to become critically stressed (Figure 54). In the following discussion, we
made the assumption that the seismicity observed in the Groningen Field is caused by shear movement
along fault planes.
In 1964, under virgin pressure conditions, most of the faults are in a stable state (Figure 43) which is
consistent with the absence of seismicity during the early stage of the field production (NAM internal
report). M6 and B24 appear to have a Tau ratio larger than one for at least one of the fault sub-patches.
The two faults, although possibly critically stressed, could be in reality both more cohesive frictional
than modelled in the analysis. If field evidence confirms this hypothesis, this would explain the later
occurrence of seismicity along this two faults. This however cannot be verified since these fault
properties are not directly measurable. This initial condition seems consistent with the absence of
seismicity during the earliest stages of production.
With increasing reservoir depletion, several faults rapidly reach critical conditions (Figure 45),
particularly in the Loppersum area where the largest seismic events have been recorded. The modelling
indicates that slip on faults can be expected as early as 1985. This risk of seismicity increases with time
as a larger portion of the fault becomes critically stressed (Figure 41). Overall the location of the
observed seismicity is reasonably close to faults where Tau ratio is larger than one (Figure 53)
providing a confident history match between the seismic experience and the numerical model.
The fault stability calculations have been carried out at each node locations within each fault plane. A
precise analysis of the stress distribution along a fault patch can provide a more robust assessment of
the sections of the fault that are in critical state for slip. It is noted that the faults located in areas where
differential depletion (i.e. the reservoir depletes faster on one side of the fault than another) are more
likely to have higher Tau ratio values than faults located within uniformly depleted regions.
Shallower or deeper intervals such as the Carboniferous where no pore pressure changes are observed
are unlikely to face increasing risks of fault slippage according to the model since post failure softening
behaviour is not considered (Figure 41).
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Figure 53. Superposition of the faults included in the model, ranged by critical state using the case 2
failure properties, with the map of the recorded seismic events (1991 – 2010 period) sorted by magnitude.
Initial (1964) fault stability state (top) vs. 2012 fault stability assessment (bottom).
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Figure 54. Evolution of the tau ratio on each fault during the production of the Groningen Field. The
analysis was performed using the fault characteristics from case 2 (μ=0.23 and cohesion = 7 MPa). The
results show that most faults are initially in a stable configuration (tau ratio <1) but become critically
stressed after years of production. Critically stressed faults starts to appear around 1985, and their
numbers increase with time. In 2012, about half of the faults are unstable.

Figure 55. Evolution of the normal stress and the shear stress on the node 244 of the fault M_2 (location
visible on the Figure 42) (left). Evolution of the shear to normal stress at this location of the M_2 fault.

The comparison between the critically stressed faults identified when using the case 1 of the fault
mechanical properties did not provide a good correlation with observed seismicity whereas a good
correlation was achieved using the case 2 fault mechanical properties. . Therefore, case 2 properties,
sliding friction 0.23 (friction angle ≈ 13°) with a cohesion of 7 MPa were used in the field-wide fault
study. A comparison between the two cases is provided in section 4.2.1 Comparison between the
fault properties cases.
The comparison of the field response imposed by the coupling of the two history matched production
models (RM1 and RM2) suggests some small differences. For instance the fault M69 and
mFS11_Fault_14 are not in a critical state using the reservoir pressure from the RM1 model while their
Tau ratio is found slightly above 1 when using the reservoir pressure of the RM2 model in 2012. This
difference is likely due to slight differences in reservoir pressures in the part of the field where these
two faults are located. Otherwise, the overall trend indicates that faults oriented NNE-SSW will be
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critically stressed in 2013, while most faults striking E-W remain stable despite field evidence of nearby
seismic tremors in some locations (Merge mFS14_Fault_19, mFS10_Fault_27 and mFS10_Fault_38).
The forcasted production models were analysed by coupling the reservoir models RM3, RM4 and RM5.
For each production scenario the reduction of the pore pressure will continue to alter the stress field
and increase the risk of seismicity on the faults included in the model based on the increasing calculated
values of Tau ratio (Figure 46 to Error! Reference source not found.). The differences in reservoir
pressure anticipated for each of the depletion scenarios are small (a maximum of a few MPa) compared
to the overall changes in pore pressure expected throughout the entire life of the field (more than 30
MPa of depletion). Therefore, the field response does not change significantly among the depletion
models provided, and the distribution of the critically stressed faults is similar for each case.
Because most faults included in the models would have already experienced seismicity or a high risk
of slippage during the first 50 years of production, few additional faults will exceed a critical Tau ratio
from 2014 to 2080. During the later stage of field production, the fault planes showing new risk of
seismicity during the later stage of production tend to be located on the outer part of the field (Figure
46 to Figure 48). Although few currently stable faults will reach a critical state by 2080, it is important
to note that additional fault patches on faults already identified as critically stressed are likely to reach
that state between 2014 and 2080. Therefore, the risk of fault slip still exists in areas that are
approaching the re-activation threshold. Figure 41 shows that different areas of the faults can reach
critical conditions at separate times, which suggests that a single fault can slip at different locations and
generate multiple seismic events with limited magnitude.
Because the present modeling does not allow any displacement along the fault plane, the stress field
perturbation caused by a seismic event is not accounted for in the modelled stress field. The stress
redistribution caused by fault slippage can, however, impact the stability of nearby faults. While the
modeling suggests that the faults with an East-West strike are not critically stressed, local adjustments
in stress field caused by seismic activity along neighbouring faults could explain the occurrence of
seismicity close to these structures.
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Model Uncertainties

5

The geomechanical analysis performed for the Groningen Field has several source of uncertainty that
could impact the interpretation of the results presented in this report. These uncertainties include:

5.1

1D Geomechanical Model

 No XLOT or mini frac data at virgin conditions were available for determination of the fracture
closure pressure (FCP) in order to provide an accurate estimation the least principal stress
(Shmin). As a result, the magnitude of Shmin has been constrained to the lower limit of the LOT
dataset and hence its estimation is conservative. An estimated error bar of ±15% should be
assumed for the resulting Shmin to assess the uncertainties surrounding the model. The provided
error bar has been estimated from the scattered LOT points used in this study.
 The variation of rock strength (UCS) across the Slochteren formation is large (15-26 MPa)
which would increase the uncertainties in the estimation of the magnitude of SHmax. There is
also poor knowledge of the rock properties in the overburden formations.
 The range of possible SHmax magnitude is related to the UCS uncertainties as a large variation
in the rock strength has a direct impact on the estimation of SHmax.
 The 1-D geomechanical model is a non-unique solution. Therefore, it is possible to model the
occurrence of breakouts using different stress models particularly at intervals where some of
the input parameters provide relatively poor constraints. The impact of the uncertainties in the
1-D models has not been investigated in this study.

5.2

3-D Geomechanical Model

 The 3-D geomechanical response assumes that the rock materials have a poro-elastic
response and therefore variations in formation pressures impact the magnitude of the horizontal
stresses, Shmin and SHmax. Although the dynamic response of the field is well calibrated by the
subsidence measurements, no direct measurements, such as xLOT or minifrac tests, are
available to confirm the changes in stress magnitude in the current depleted field conditions.
 The fault dynamics are assumed to be controlled by the cohesion, the sliding friction and fault
orientation. These parameters are constrained empirically by comparing the Tau ratio acting on
a fault plane with the level of seismicity recorded in the fault vicinity. It was assumption that the
faults included in the model have identical mechanical properties.
 Finally, the finite-element simulations performed during this analysis do not consider any fault
movement. Hence, the stress reorganisation subsequent to any fault slip events is not taken
into account in this study.
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6 Summary & Conclusions
Finite element simulations of the geomechanical response of the Groningen Field were performed by
considering five different reservoir models (2 history matched, and 3 forecast scenarios). The aim of
the analysis was to estimate the stability of the faults during the production of the Groningen Field by
including a realistic geological structure and geomechanical properties constrained by 13 offset wells
disseminated throughout the field (see part 1 of the study delivered on a separate report).
The main investigation addressed in this study consisted of:
1. Building a structural model and constructing a 3-D finite element mesh representative of the
structure (including 9 horizons and 21 faults)
2. Determining rock mechanical properties, pore pressure and virgin in situ pressures at the field
scales
3. Simulating the geomechanical response (stress and strain field) by coupling the finite element
solver with five different reservoir simulation models.
4. Assessing the stability of the faults and its evolution during the depletion of the Groningen Field.
Firstly, it is important to emphasise that the present model does not consider a sensitivity analysis of
the input parameters (rock mechanical properties, stress field, pore pressure). In addition, the stress
reorganisation subsequent to a fault slip event (the decrease in tangential stress) is not considered in
this study. Therefore, the finite element simulations permit the determination of the stress applied on a
fault before any slip occurs.

3-D geomechanical modelling
 Geomechanical simulations of the response of the Groningen Field were performed by coupling
five different reservoir models (2 history matched, and 3 forecast scenarios) with a finite element
solver. The computed 3-D stress and strain fields were calibrated by comparing the vertical
displacement calculated from the finite element analysis with the surface measurements of
subsidence. The two history matched models (RM1 and RM2) showed reasonable agreement
throughout the field (98.5% of the points have less than 10 cm of difference).
 The influence of salt creep during depletion was assessed prior to performing the fault slip
analysis. It was shown that these effects were small in comparison to the poro-elastic effects
characterising the depleted formations (3 MPa vs 20 MPa).
 The reservoir stress paths, indicative of the sensitivity of the horizontal stresses to variation in
pore pressure, were determined based on the first 45 years of production. Although the stress
path parameters could not be calibrated using field measurements, it is observed that AShmin=
ASHmax ~ 0.6 throughout the field based on the Poisson’s ratio distribution.

Fault slip analysis
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 The calibrated 3-D stress and strain field was used to assess the stability of the faults during
the production of the field. The comparison between two different cases of fault failure
properties indicate that the analysis show a better consistency with the recorded seismic events
when using a cohesion of 7 MPa and a sliding friction angle of 13 (sliding friction coefficient =
0.23).
 The first two reservoir models indicate that several faults (essentially those oriented NNE-SSW)
became critically stressed during production and that the risk of fault slip increased. The
Loppersum area, where the most intense seismicity has been recorded, concentrated a large
number of critically stressed faults.
 The three other reservoir models (RM3, RM4 and RM5) allowed an evaluation of the Tau ratio
on each fault from 2014 to 2080. The results indicate that few additional faults would move
towards an unstable state using the three forecast models. This does not preclude the possible
occurrence of seismic tremors in areas where faults have already been critically stressed for a
number of years.
 Based on the geomechanical simulations and the fault slip analysis performed for this study,
there is a likelihood to reactivate slip along existing fault planes. Each of the three (3) projections
of the reservoir model of the Groningen Field suggests that some faults could further destabilize
between 2016 and 2050.
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8 Nomenclature
Abbreviation

Meaning

DDR

Daily Drilling Report

FWR

Final Well Report

LOT

Leak Of Test

MDRT

Measured Depth from Rig Table

MDT

Modular formation Dynamic Tester

RFT

Formation Test

SHmax

Maximum Horizontal Stress

Shmin

Minimum Horizontal Stress

TVDRT

True Vertical Depth from Rig Table

TVDSS

True Vertical Depth from Sea Surface

UCS

Unconfined Compressive Stress

ESR

Effective Stress Ratio

BO

Breakout

IF

Internal Friction
Finite Element Method

FEM
s

Coefficient of Sliding Friction

Co

Cohesion
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Appendix 1 displacement element
Carboniferous layers below the reservoir

in

the

Figure 56 shows artefacts which could be interpreted as drainage of the pore pressure out of
the reservoir zones within the under-burden (black arrow in the figure). This typical
phenomenon could there be interpreted as an over-estimation of the reservoir thickness.

Figure 56. Cross section of the pore pressure in a modelled FE-Mesh using porous elements

In principle, all the calculations are performed on nodes that are defined by the mesh and the
type of elements used in this mesh. In our typical case, each element contains ten (10) nodes
with 9 of them shared to other elements (the last node being in the center of the tetrahedral
element).
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Figure 57. Cross section of the pore pressure in the modelled FE-Mesh using non-porous
elements in the Zechstein and the carboniferous layers

The problem comes from the mapping of the data into the 3-D-Mesh as only the mapped values
are assigned on the nodes located on the edges of the elements. The software then interpolates
linearly the values of the other nodes. Depending on the location and the density of the nodes,
some erroneous nodes values can occur despite all the precautions taken to avoid them.
In order to avoid these undesired artefacts, it was decided to use non poro-elastic elements
(known as C3D10M elements in Abaqus) in the under-burden (Carboniferous layer) (see
Figure 9). By adopting the approach, the reservoir thickness is then not over-estimated as no
pore pressure can be propagated within the Carboniferous layers (see Figure 57).
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Appendix 2 Assessment of the Effect of Salt Creep
on the 3-D geomechanical model
A model of the salt creeping over the 45 years of production was performed to investigate its
effect on the results of the 3-D dynamic geomechanical model.
We simulated salt creep that occurred as an effect of pore pressure depletion from 45 years of
production. The results of this simulation were then compared to a simulation without the salt
creep during production.

Figure 58. Overview of the principal stresses for the two models (with salt creep and without salt
creep).

Comparison of the models reveals that no major variations of the stress tensor could be
identified within the zone of interest represented by the Groningen Field. Figure 58 summarises
this comparison for the well BRW-2 with a difference in the principal stresses between the
models of less than 1MPa.
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The effect of the salt creep is also minimal on the subsidence as visible on Figure 59.

Figure 59. Overview of subsidence for the two models (with salt creep and without salt creep).
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Appendix 3 Upscaling data
The process of upscaling consists of adapting data from a well (usually a high resolution log
such as density log for example) that is to be mapped to a 3-D grid. In the absence of upscaling,
the mapping of data into a 3-D grid would not reflect the distribution of the log.
The population of a well datum into a 3-D grid consists of mapping the nearest value from the
well data at each of the centers of the elements constituting the 3-D grid as shown in Figure
60. The mapped values in the grid tend to over predict (as for the element n+1) or under predict
(as for the element n+5) the distribution of the data for each element.

Figure 60. Mapping log data into a 3-D grid without upscaling

The upscaling process helps to determine a coherent value for each element. In this particular
case, the arithmetic average was considered and applied to each interval of element thickness.
The well datum is then customised for the grid prior to mapping the datum (see Figure 61).
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Figure 61. Mapping log data into a 3-D grid with upscale processing
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